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Migrant Crisis grows
as weather set to deteriorate
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With thousands of migrants
heading to the northern French
beaches, there is mounting
concern that there will almost
certainly be more casualties as
the ‘boat people’ continue with
their desperate attempts to
cross the Channel.
In recent weeks a number of
people have lost their lives and
last week a jet skier was picked
up mid Channel and taken to
hospital by Bristows Air Sea
Rescue Helicopter with
Dungeness RNLI Lifeboat
retrieving the abandoned jet ski.
Volunteers at the Lifeboat
station believed that two people
could have been on board and

so the lifeboat returned mid
Channel to search for the
second person, returning
several hours later after nobody
was found.
Three other migrants were
reported missing after a
Channel kayak crossing.
The French coastguard said a
search for the trio was launched
but had been suspended
overnight when nothing was
found. The news comes after it
was revealed that nearly 700
asylum seekers were
intercepted or rescued by UK
authorities in a single day last
Wednesday (the day The
Looker was published).

An estimated 1,180 people
reached the UK the following
Thursday, a new record,
surpassing the previous singleday record for the current crisis
of 853 set earlier this month.
Lifeboat crews and Border
Force boats were busy well into
the evening after spending
hours intercepting boats in the
Dover Strait throughout the day.
This increased activity comes
despite a series of recent
deaths in recent weeks of
asylum seekers trying to cross
the Channel, with concerns
voiced that there will be many
more fatalities as winter arrives
and the seas get rougher. A
Continued from page 3

Dymchurch Railway, is one
of the South Easts leading
tourist attractions and has
been since its opening in
1927.
But its operation of its coal
fired fleet of steam
locomotives, could come
under threat as the country
has renewed its
commitment to ‘going green’
and trying to do away with
coal as a source of fuel over
the next 10 years.
As well as being a great day
out for visiting families who
travel from all over the world
to enjoy the scenic railway,
the line has also undertaken
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other roles over its 94 year old history, including, helping
defend our country during the war, with an armoured troop
train covering part of the country’s most vulnerable coast
line from German invasion in the 2nd world war. It also
helped construct the Pipe-line Under The Ocean (PLUTO)
to help supply northern France with fuel for allied troops
and in more recent years from 1977 until 2015 the railway
also transported school children from across the Marsh to
and from the Marsh Academy (formally Southlands).
Another railway within our district that also relies on coal to
power its fleet of steam engines is the Kent and East
Sussex Railway at Tenterden.
With Coal prices almost tripling in price over the past 6
years, this could prove a real financial burden for the local
heritage railways.
Not only do they bring an enormous amount of pleasure to
those that travel on the line, but also provide a huge cash
boost to our local economy and although staffed by a large
number of volunteers employ a number of full time staff as
well.
At the recent COP 26 Climate conference in Glasgow, one
of the ten big pledges from countries was to phase down
both Coal mining and usage over a 10-year period.
Along with Oil and Natural Gas it is one of the fossil fuels
that has been highlighted to be one of the major reasons

Continued from page 1

for global warming, both from its abstraction form the
ground and the emissions given off whilst burning.
Britain has used coal for power since the 18th century and
powered the industrial revolution. But now the government
is stopping the sale of coal for fires and stoves and will in
effect be banned from 2023.
Although the domestic supply of coal will be stopped, use
for industrial purposes such as steel making will be allowed
to continue for another 10 years, whilst manufacturers look
at alternative heat sources.
But, for the railways point of view, coal price hikes, will be a
certainty and the price will have to be passed on to the
customers.
Just like in a power station, the coal is just a heat source
for making steam, so some people have suggested that
perhaps the historic locomotives could be adapted to run
on a greener fuel like gas, but this would still be a huge
expense to modify the entire fleet of locomotives.
Ironically some people have claimed that if the railway was
to be awarded the contract to take school children to the
Marsh Academy again, it would save a huge amount of
carbon emissions, from the use of school buses and cars.

Could the sight of a steam engine soon
be a thing of the past

growing number of local residents are
asking why are these unwanted
developments being kept away from the
national news?

European counterparts. Holland, for
example, which is about the same size
as Wales, has already seen the arrival
of over 35,000 migrants since January.

Looker Editor, David Wimble, has been
kept busy being interviewed about the
crossings and was at Dungeness
Lifeboat Station last week when the jet
ski was brought ashore. He told the
Daily Mail and Mail Plus reporter,
Michael Crick that “Even though we
have had the COP26 Conference and
other major news stories, it is
unbelievable that these crossings have
had very few column inches or TV and
Radio Coverage. We are talking about a
huge number of illegal immigrants and
local people are getting very concerned
that the Government is simply not doing
enough to try and stop this.”

At least 100,907 people have arrived in
Europe via the Mediterranean by land
and sea so far this year, according to
data from the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees. At least
1,313 people are estimated dead or
missing, according to the same data.

when we start seeing suicide bombings
start in our shopping centres! Crossing
the Channel by small boat is an extreme
thing to do and extremism is the very
last thing we need in Britain. I want
Boris Johnson and his Home Secretary
to be much tougher, so if they arrive on
our shores without going through the
right procedures, send them back to
where they came from.”

The Looker has seen the mood of
District residents change over time, from
Steve Valdez-Symonds, Amnesty
a position three years ago where the
International UK’s refugee and migrant
majority felt sorry for the migrants to one
rights director, explained: “The people
nowadays where most of the emails and
making these perilous sea crossings are letters we are receiving express deep
doing so out of desperation, largely
concern about the security risk that
because there are no safe and legal
some of the migrants could bring.
routes open to them, and many have
Others think that the Government
family and other connections here.
should assist the French by deploying
Rather than seizing on these highly
British troops with the aim of helping to
The images of small children wrapped in visible crossings to manufacture a
secure the French coastline.
jackets and blankets as scant protection supposed ‘national emergency’ in their
against the cold winter nights, some
attempts to justify draconian new
What do you think? Is the Home
carried in the arms of adults, are now
asylum policies, ministers ought to be
Secretary doing enough to avert the
becoming commonplace. And although
working constructively with the French
crisis? Should our Member of
the weather is currently very mild for
authorities to provide safe access to
Parliament and other Kent MPs be more
mid-November, it is thought that by the
asylum procedures on both sides of the vocal? What is your attitude towards the
time many of the children have been
Channel. The total number of asylum
French authorities?
picked up they are suffering from
claims being made in the UK over the
Email:info@thelooker.co.uk
hypothermia.
last few years has remained relatively
low and stable, but Channel crossings
A local resident who asked not to be
have become part of the Government’s
named told The Looker: “In my opinion
cynical politicisation of asylum issues.
darker forces are at play here. It seems With its current approach, the
that the French Government is actually
Government is wilfully endangering
trying to drive the migrants to the beach people whom it should be helping.
and turning a blind eye to everything
These are cruel tactics and they should
that is happening. Why would they want end."
the hassle and the cost of dealing with
the problem, when they can just pass
Local resident Sally Meadem takes a
the problem over the water and let us
very different view. Interviewed by a
deal with it?”
reporter at the Dungeness estate she
told him: “These migrants are a very real
In 2019, the Home Secretary, Priti Patel, threat to our country’s security, yet they
promised to make crossings an
turn up on our shores with no formal
“infrequent phenomenon” by spring
identification, and we don’t have a clue
2020 and then pledged in August last
who they are! Now I know some people
year to “make this route unviable.” She
will say that I am branding them all
was recently reported to have said:
under the same umbrella, but they
‘Despite some hysterical reporting, the
should be treated as suspected
number arriving is not out of the
terrorists! Is it any consistence that
ordinary. During this time, the
nearly all the attacks you hear about on
Nigel Farage, observes the latest
Government has agreed to pay France
TV are by Muslim migrants? These
mode of transport to cross the
millions of pounds to increase security
‘loopy left’ people who are opening their
channel
on its northern coast.’
arms to them may change their views
Smuggling along the south coast is
certainly not a new phenomenon, with
stories going back to mediaeval times.
But the large-scale smuggling of people
really is a new thing. Dan O’Mahoney,
the British Clandestine Channel Threat
Commander, said: “Migrants making
these dangerous crossings are putting
their lives at risk and it is vital we do
everything we can to prevent them and
break the business model of the criminal
gangs exploiting people. As part of our
response it is important we have a
maritime deterrent in the Channel and
Border Force officers are authorised to
use safe and legal options for stopping
small boats.”
Despite the increasing numbers of
arrivals of small boats, the UK continues
to see far fewer boat arrivals and
asylum claims than some of its
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The District pays
its respect for
Armistice Day

ARMISTICE DAY
Act of Remembrance at
St. Mary’s Bay

All over our district, thousands of
people paid their respects for the
annual Armistice Day commemorations,
both last Thursday at the given time of
11 am on the eleventh day of the
eleventh month at memorials and then
on the following Sunday at church
services all across the country.
With limited commemorations last year
due to Covid, it was noticeable that
people really wanted to mark the show
of respect to both those why ‘gave their
todays, for our tomorrows’ as the
famous poem by John Maxwell
Edmunds wrote about the horrors of the
first world war, which at the time was
described to be the war to end all wars.

St. Mary in the Marsh Parish Council hosted an Act of
Remembrance on 11th November at 11am in Jefferstone
Lane at the Commemorative Stone.

special handmade wreath was laid by the children of
Sunshine and Showers Nursery.
Refreshments were made available after the Service at the
village hall by Debbie at Breeze Bakes. Debbie is hoping to
resume the Friday Coffee Morning Shop at St. Mary’s Bay
Village Hall commencing in December.

NO OBLIGATION -FREE QUOTATION

The Service conducted by Andrew Sinden remembered
those who had fallen in World War I and those fallen and
injured in World War II and subsequent Conflicts. Vic
Thorogood played Last Post and Reveille and local
organisations laid wreaths together with local residents. A

Editors Note: We hoped to have pictures from
Dymchurch Parish Council, but unfortunately we had
not received anything when we went to press. But we
understand the service was also very well attended.

THE

SCHEDULE

YOUR

CONSULTATION

TODAY!

01303 316416 or 07398691145
All of our products come with a 3 year
guarantee on all parts fitted.

LUXURY BLIND
C OM PA NY

SHUTTERS

The British Legion has marked the
commemoration since 1919, with the
selling of red poppies and the
legendary speech taken from the
Kohima Epitaph.
In many services, it was also pointed
out that the remembrance service was
not just for the fallen from the two world
wars but for all the conflicts from that
time onwards, which included more
recent actions, Palestine, Korea, Suez,
Oman, Falklands, Afghanistan, Iran and
Iraq as well as the hundreds of lives
lost in Northern Ireland.
At most services members of the
armed services with many other
uniformed organisations along with
children from a huge variety of groups,
including Cubs, Scouts, Brownies, Girl
Guides and Beavers stood side by side
to show their respects.

Photo:David Wimble

Photo: Debbie Chadwick
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ROLLER BLINDS
Photo:Stewart Weller

VENETIANS
A small family run team that are
big on service, excellence and customer satisfaction.

VERTICALS
PERFECT FIT

All of our products come with
free installation.

t h e l u x u r y b l i n d c o m p a n y . c o . u k
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CONSERVATORY
BLINDS
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CINQUE PORTS ARMS NEW ROMNEY CHRISTMAS PARTY MENU
AVAILABLE 7 DAYS A WEEK FROM 15TH NOVEMBER TO 23RD
DECEMBER 2021 - 3 COURSES - £26pp
Booking and pre order only

Starters
.....

Ardennes Pate - Served with a local chutney and a malted crusty baguette
.....
French Brie Wedges Coated in Rosemary & Garlic Crumb - Served with a salad garnish
& cranberry sauce
.....
Homemade French Onion Soup - Topped with cheese & garlic croutons
.....
Traditional Prawn Cocktail - Served with a malted crusty baguette

Mains
.....
ROAST TURKEY or ROAST BEEF - Served with traditional winter
vegetables, pigs in blankets, Yorkshire pudding, stuffing, homemade gravy
and cranberry sauce or horseradish
.....
CHAR-GRILLED STEAK - Served with tomatoes, mushrooms, peas
and french fries
.....
PAN SEARED SALMON - Served with traditional winter vegetables,
buttered new potatoes and a béarnaise sauce
.....
HOMEMADE CHEDDAR, MUSHROOM, SPINACH & BUTTERNUT
SQUASH PARCEL - Served with traditional winter vegetables and
homemade vegetarian gravy
Traditional Winter Vegetables = Roast Potatoes, Braised Red Cabbage,
Honey Glazed Parsnips, Brussel Sprouts and Carrots

Finished off with a choice from selection of desserts
including your Christmas favourites.
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Please speak to a member of the team or contact us on 01797 361894

GLORY TO THE FREE
PARKING

Damian Collins MP

Folkestone & Hythe District Council is giving residents and
businesses an early festive gift.
Charges in our pay and display car parks and on-street
bays across the district will be waived on the three
Saturdays ahead of Santa’s arrival to help support the
local economy and shoppers to buy fantastic presents.
This means motorists can park for free on Saturday 4
December, Saturday 11 December, and Saturday 18
December.
Cllr Ray Field, Cabinet Member for
Transport and Digital Transformation,
said: “Our district is blessed with a
great range of independent and major
stores, so naturally we want to
encourage residents and visitors to
explore our diverse offering.
“It has been a testing period for
businesses but the future is now
looking brighter – shopping locally
is an easy way to get some great
gifts for loved ones, and help
traders in all our high streets
and town centres flourish at the
same time.
“Everyone is a winner – ‘tis the season for free Christmas
shopping parking in Folkestone & Hythe.”
Limited waiting (free) and controlled parking zone
restrictions are still in place on the three Saturdays in the
lead-up to Christmas to ensure local residents are able to
park close to their homes and there is a sufficient turnover
of spaces.
Residents can also apply via MyAccount for a permit to
park in council-run car parks all year round for £60. This
allows you to park your vehicle for three hours in long-term
car parks and two hours in short-term car parks.
Terms and conditions apply – visit folkestone-hythe.gov.uk/
parking/permits for more information.

Our Man In Westminster
Last Sunday I attended the Remembrance ceremony in
Folkestone, the first full service that we have held since
before the coronavirus pandemic. This is always an
important and moving occasion, as we remember the
sacrifices of those service personnel who gave their lives
during the world wars, and in all conflicts since. The
location of the Folkestone war memorial on the Leas, at
the top of the Road of Remembrance also provides a
permanent link to the soldiers of the First World War. As
you walk under the Step Short arch you are reminded of
the journeys of millions of soldiers, many of whom left
Folkestone for the trenches of the western front, never to
return. However, Remembrance Sunday this year
provided an additional reason for reflection, to think back
over our experiences together during the pandemic, and
the lives that have been taken by the coronavirus. At this
first full service to be held for two years, it was good to
see so many people come out to share in this together.
As well as the excellent band of the Royal Gurkha Rifles I
was also pleased to see so many young people on
parade as armed forces cadets.
On Monday and Tuesday last week I visited Brussels in
my capacity as Chairman of the Joint Select Committee
on the Online Safety Bill. I was there with other members
of the committee to meet with officials at the European
Commission and members of the European Parliament,
to discuss their draft Digital Services Act. This proposed
legislation is similar to the Online Safety Bill in setting out
the measures they intend to take to improve people’s
experiences online and reduce the negative impact that
harmful content can have. In Belgium you cannot escape
the fact that you are required to show your proof of
vaccination whenever you enter a restaurant or public
building. This people do without fuss, but I’m glad we do
not have the same provisions in place in England and I
believe it is very unlikely that we ever will. Looking at the
latest information on the coronavirus in the Folkestone
and Hythe district, there is a marked difference between
the infection rates over the last few months, and the peak
of the virus last winter. At its peak the seven-day average
daily rate for new infections was 134, whereas since the
schools went back in September, the average daily rate
has been below 40. For the East Kent hospitals trust
area, last winter the peak seven-day average daily rate
for hospital admissions was 40, whereas this autumn it
has been nine. Since April this year in the Folkestone and
Hythe district, there have been seventeen deaths where
Covid-19 was noted as a contributory factor, whereas at
the peak last winter we would have seen the same
number of deaths in three or four days. When you look at
the data on covid infections locally, you can clearly see
that unlike in the period before the vaccine was being
delivered, younger people are far more likely to test
positive for the coronavirus. These are also people who
are more likely to be unvaccinated. So, the message from
this phase of our battle against COVID-19 is clear. The
vaccine is doing its job in stopping the spread of the virus,
and in protecting people who are infected with it. I would
urge people to get vaccinated if they haven’t already, and
to take the booster jabs when offered.
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FINES AND SUSPENDED
PRISON SENTENCE FOR
TOWN FLY-TIPPERS
Five Folkestone residents have
appeared in court after dumping
household furniture, including sofas,
beds and a mattress, in the Dover
Road area of the town.
At Folkestone Magistrates’ Court on
Monday (15 November), Deanjohn
Coyle-Curran, of St John’s Street,
was fined a total of £534 for leaving a
sofa in Dover Road in April.
The fly-tipping of a bed and mattress
in Mill Bay in May cost Lukus Vlk, of
Cheriton Road, a total of £675.

days’ rehabilitation activity and to pay
£180 costs.
Cllr Stuart Peall, F&HDC’s Cabinet
Member for Enforcement, Regulatory
Services, Waste & Building control,
said: “Residents quite rightly complain
when furniture appears to be dumped
on the pavement and in areas near
their homes. It spoils their
neighbourhood and causes a hazard
if it blocks the pavement.
“As a council we shall continue to do
all that we can to ensure that the
district is kept clean and tidy and an
area where residents enjoy living - not
one blighted by the unsightly mess of
dumped rubbish.
Anti-social behaviour, including flytipping incidents for clearing up and
investigation, can be reported here
https://www.folkestone-hythe.gov.uk/
form/fly-tipping.

Co-defendants Marian Mitroi and
Marian Miturca, both of Dover Road,
were each fined a total of £638 for
dumping household waste, including a
mattress and carpets, in Dover Road, Bulky waste can be disposed of using
also in May.
the collection service on MyAccount,
or at Kent County Council’s
On Wednesday (17 November),
household waste recycling centres.”
Jason Stowers, of Pavilion Road, was
given an eight-week prison sentence
suspended for 18 months for flytipping a sofa in Dover Road in
August 2020.
In passing sentence, District Judge
Barron considered Mr Stowers’
offending history for like offences and
in addition to the suspended prison
sentence, ordered him to complete 30
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Christmas Fayre at Police clamp down on hare
the Romney Marsh coursing
Community Hub

The problem with Hare
Coursing, goes back a long
way in rural districts such as
Romney Marsh. However,
police are clamping down on
this barbaric and cruel ‘sport’
and working with undercover
sources to try and put an end to these brutal attacks that see dogs
chasing after wild hares before tearing them to bits.

The Romney Marsh Community Hub is
hosting a Christmas Fayre on Saturday 27th
November 2021 from 10:00am to 1:30pm.
Along with hot snacks and refreshments,
there will be activities and stalls galore,
including:
Tombola, Raffle, Kids’ Lucky Dip,
Wooden Crafts, Paintings and Illustrations
Cakes and Savouries, Handmade Cards
KIDZ Pinnies, Chocolate Creations
Jams and Chutneys , Handy Crafts
Books and DVDs, Candles
… and so much more!
So, why not come along and join us at the
hub (Sunflower House, Rolfe Lane, New
Romney, TN28 8JR) for some wonderful
festive cheer and to start your Christmas
shopping? We look forward to welcoming
you!

As recently as last week, Community protection warnings issued by
Kent Police after reports of hare coursing on the Romney Marsh, with
four men have been caught hunting with dogs.
Officers from the Kent Police rural task force received a report via Farm
Watch of possible hare coursing in fields off Ashford Road near
Ivychurch on Saturday.
Police went to the scene and located four men with four dogs. A search
of two cars belonging to the men uncovered heat seeking equipment
commonly used when hunting with dogs.
The quartet were each issued with a community protection warning and
if they are stopped again they will be sent to the magistrates' court. Sgt
Darren Walshaw said: "We are now part of a seven-force collaboration
to combat hare coursing and the details of these individuals will be
shared with our partners. The warning is borderless, so if these men
are stopped in a neighbouring county, the officers will have the authority
to take further action.
Hare coursing is a difficult crime to tackle but by using Farm Watch and
working with our partner forces, we can be more effective in how we
deal with it."
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Rotary Clubs Santa
Clause doing his bit for
the Santa Good Cause
PROPOSED SANTA SLEIGH COLLECTION AREAS 2021
We are delighted to be back again this year, these are brief
details of our intended collection areas, but they are always
subject to last minute changes if needed due to bad weather
or to avoid parked cars or other hazards. We aim to start at
5.30pm (unless otherwise stated) and you can check our
progress in real time on our Facebook page.
NOVEMBER
Mon. 29th GREATSTONE
Start at Jolly Fisherman, Merritt Road, finish at Seaview Road
Tues. 30th LYDD
Start and finish at McColl’s (formerly West End Stores)
DECEMBER
st

Wed. 1 NEW ROMNEY
Start at Mountfield Road, Greenly etc., Churchlands, finish at
Church Road (Lydd end)
Thurs. 2nd DYMCHURCH
Start at the Fire Station, finish at the Primary School

Thurs. 9th LYDD ON SEA
Start at Taylor Road Car Park, finish at Leonard Road (north end)
Fri. 10th NEW ROMNEY LANTERN PARADE
Sleigh parked outside Capelli Hairdressers from about 4.30pm
before setting off to join the parade.
Sat. 11th NEW ROMNEY HIGH STREET
9.00am-1.00pm outside Rolfe’s Hardware shop
Mon. 13th LYDD
Start at McColl’s (formerly West End Stores), Paddock Close,
finish at Coronation Square
Tues. 14th DYMCHURCH
Start at Ship Inn, finish at Green Meadows
Wed. 15th NEW ROMNEY
Start at Plough, finish at Rolfe Lane including new housing
developments
Thurs. 16th NO COLLECTION
Fri. 17th BROOKLAND, BRENZETT, AND OLD ROMNEY
Start Brookland Village 5.00pm
Sat. 18th NEW ROMNEY SAINSBURYS
8.00am-6.00pm; Contactless donations by card welcome
Mon. 20th IVYCHURCH, ST. MARY IN THE MARSH,
NEWCHURCH, BURMARSH
Tues. 21st ST MARY’S BAY
Start at Village Hall Jefferstone Lane, Trees Estate, finish at
Village Hall

Fri. 3rd NO COLLECTION
Mon. 6th GREATSTONE
Start at Spar, Meehan Road, Dunes Road, finish at Jolly
Fisherman
Tues. 7th ST. MARY’S BAY
Start at Fairways Bridge, Clobsden, finish at Taylors Lane
Wed. 8th LITTLESTONE
Start at Captain Howey, Queens Road, Victoria Road, finish at
Blenheim Road (sea end)

so that we could start planting our
white flowering shrubs in the cleared
areas. A few days after planting
commenced, a concrete base was laid
Having identified the overgrown area
to the side of the old mortuary building in readiness for a bench to be placed
– so that come Spring time there will
– our volunteer group decided to
be a lovely place for visitors to the
create a ‘born sleeping’ babies
By Jan Holben memorial garden – which would be full cemetery to sit quietly.
During the mid and late 1900’s it was
of white flowered shrubs – we call it
One of our volunteers, Carole, has
not uncommon practice across the
the White Garden.
devised a plan which keeps us on
country for stillborn babies or ‘born
track because we still have lots of
The area is covered in nettles and
sleeping’ babies to be quickly taken
work to do in the White Garden.
weeds, so we have been putting old
from mum to avoid undue suffering
Normally throughout the year our
matting down to suppress the weeds
and stress. In those days it was
volunteers work in twos or threes on
and create small planting islands –
thought mum would ‘get over’ the
various clearance or research projects
and this week we made a big leap
trauma more easily if their little one
in the cemetery – but under Carole's
forward with lots of help from FHDC
was whisked away. Thank goodness,
watchful eye and with continued
which has supported our efforts
that is not the case nowadays with a
support from Carl our FHDC friend, we
far greater understanding of the need throughout.
are working together as a group so
to grieve.
that by early next year we will have all
the weeds in this area suppressed and
In the old Folkestone cemetery
cleared by non chemical means – and
(Cheriton Road), our small volunteer
hopefully if all our shrubs survive the
group were able to identify a small slip
bunnies (we have shrub protection in
of land to the side of the old mortuary
place) - we will have a lovely informal
building, which records indicate is
memorial garden to show for our
where some ‘born sleeping’ babies
efforts. The picture is a Before picture
were likely buried (some would be
– hope to show you the After picture in
buried at the foot of an adult open
Spring.
grave, if there was one). Although
snowdrops planted in that area many
More information about our volunteer
years ago still reminds us of those
group at: www.fofc.uk or FB: Friends
‘born sleeping’ babies – after the
of old Folkestone Cemetery group. If
Our FHDC representative Carl has
cemetery closed to new burials in the
you wish to make a donation:
worked closely with us, providing
late 1900’s this small slip of land was
justgiving.com/crowdfunding/
valuable suggestions and advice on
forgotten and overgrown with
planting and everything else we need bornsleeping

White Garden
Planting
Commences

brambles, and sometimes rough
sleepers would pitch their tents their,
hidden by the overgrown hedges.

T SMITH
ROOFING & BUILDING
ALL ASPECTS OF ROOFING RENEWALS & REPAIRS

Slate & Tile Roofs Flat Roofing Systems
Lead Work Chimney Repointing Moss Removal
Guttering Fascias & Soffits uPVC Cladding

PLUS ALL ASPECTS OF BUILDING WORK
Free Quotations Reliable Local Service Fully Insured

Tel: 07512 697872 or 01233 640620
Email: tommy_smith73@yahoo.com
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Lyons
Pride
TAKE A BOW, KIND VOLUNTEERS
In the eyes of many, volunteers are the backbone of our
society. Giving up their time to help fellow members of our
community is not only to be welcomed but encouraged.
Without these noble citizens, many organisations would
struggle to exist. The commitment and dedication to help
any organisation that provides a support service is to be
applauded.

of a particular organisation and, as always, they give their
time for no financial reward. Their service is reward enough.
During the horrendous 2020/2021 Covid crisis, the call to
arms saw the volunteers join the ranks of those helpers who
provide a support service for their local communities.
Members of the local Rotary organisation not only
marshalled the Oaklands car parking in Hythe but also,
along with Age Concern, helped with organising food
delivery, medication prescriptions, and numerous other
forms of support.
My only gripe is that some volunteers seem to be taken for
granted or else are taken advantage of by the paid members
of the organisation, to which they give their time for no
financial reward or for that matter, expenses. I have recently
come across a case, where a volunteer of long standing was
asked to cover for another individual in a particular
organisation, and it is alleged that help regarding transport
would be arranged. So far, this has not materialised and the
volunteer in question has been obliged to pay his own
transport costs. To my mind this is an abuse of power, as the
organisation knows the volunteer enjoys the work, and it
offers a cheaper option than employing a paid individual.

There are many bodies providing a voluntary service. They
include the Red Cross, St John's Ambulance service, Sports
Clubs, and the Poppy Appeal. Hospitals have helpers who
provide a direction service, assist in the Hospital Shop,
operate the trolleys and raise money for the equipment
needed by the various departments within the Hospital. Volunteers are the unsung heroes of our Society and long
These service providers are often described as the ‘Friends’ may they continue their dedicated work.

Litter Picking
Watch

By Eric Brown
Keep Britain Tidy Ambassador

Romney Marsh Schools
Educational Programme
On Friday 1st October 2021, I joined our Schools
Educational Programme Team at Brookland Church of
England Primary School and again on Thursday 14th at
Hythe Bay Church of England Primary School as we
resumed our visits to local primary schools, put on hold
because of Covid19.
The 90+ children at both schools were fully on board with
what our team had to say, touching on the dangers of litter
in the environment etc, what we can do to resolve these
issues and how we all have to take responsibility for our
own litter. After the theory they came out to our trailer to be
kitted out for a little litter pick in the immediate area which
they all enjoyed and was issued with a complimentary
badge

along the line the
simplicity of being
responsible for your own
litter has been forgotten or
lost, as some people seem
to think the crisp packet,
takeaway etc they’ve
bought, eaten, that the
packaging no longer
belongs to them, it does
and carry’s an average fine
of £100 if not disposed of
responsibly.
I’ve just watched "The
America’s with Simon
Reeve" and what was
heart warming was to see
amongst all the doom and
gloom, troubles he encountered was how educating the
young was at the forefront of restoring many of the country’s
green problems, it will take time, but I believe these
youngsters hold the key to our future and hopefully for some
it’s not to late
“Bringing nature into the classroom can kindle a fascination
and passion for the diversity of life on earth and can
motivate a sense of responsibility to safeguard it.” Sir David
Attenborough
"Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use
to change the world" Nelson Mandela
We wouldn’t be able to carry out these school visits if it
wasn’t for the generosity of our local supporters, who help in
numerous ways keeping our group up and running, thank
you all, you know who you are ………
If your school would like a visit from our team please get in
touch with our school coordinator Wendy Ann Nimmo who
will be happy to discuss your requirements and plan your
visit. Email wendylpwrm@gmail.com

LPWRM are setting a seed with this generation of local
school children, hopefully the seed will set and grow in to
them being responsible litter free adults.
We strongly believe this is the way forward as somewhere
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Or please take a look at our website and see what we have
to offer
litterpickingwatch.weebly.com/schools-educationprogramme.html

2022 OLD SCHOOL CALENDARS
Two of the New Romney Old School Trustees Sally Jones and Pauline Reynolds have produced a 2022
Calendar featuring 12 beautiful pictures of the School and Garden. It would make an ideal gift for Christmas
but you may well want one for yourself too!
The style is a double A4 landscape wall calendar (same design as the Countryfile Calendar).
The cost is £7 with all profits going towards the upkeep of the Old School.
To purchase please contact Pat Goodsell:
Tel - 01797 458200
E mail - goodsellpat@gmail.com

During the First World War, Norman Wilkinson, while
serving in the Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve, was
assigned to submarine patrols in the Dardanelles, Gallipoli
and Gibraltar – and in what is described as a flash of
insight, he arrived at what he thought would be a way to
By Jan Holben respond to the submarine threat. He decided that, since it
Nige, from Dover Straits Shipping, spotted another
was all but impossible to hide a ship on the ocean (if
interesting vessel yesterday (16/11) – as he was
nothing else, the smoke from its smokestacks would give
monitoring the progress of the Russian Ropuchas through it away), he thought it would be a far more productive to
the Dover Straits, he also saw the HMS Severn.
ask: how can a ship be made to be more difficult to aim at
Commenting on the interesting colour scheme he says:
from a distance through a periscope? He decided that a
“Although not the first Royal Navy unit to receive the paint ship should be painted "not for low visibility, but in such a
scheme, HMS Tamar and HMS Spey got their new coats
way as to break up her form and thus confuse a
first, this WW2 Western Approaches livery is, I think
submarine officer as to the course on which she was
anyway, somewhat more striking. This livery, combining
heading".
shades of green, grey and blue, was applied to the
The ‘dazzle’ camouflage effect extensively used during the
submarine hunter killer vessels operating beyond the
WW1 years, is not so commonly used now (although
Western Approaches and out into the Atlantic during the
check out Liverpools Razzle Dazzle ferry ship) – so if you
1940's. The idea was, that it made the ships very difficult
did spot HMS Severn with distinctive green, grey, blue
to see, particularly during the extremely rough weather,
dazzle colours you would have also witnessed an artistic
well known for the area”.
slice of nautical history too.
Nige points out that there are many reasons he likes this
particular dazzle effect ('dazzle' is a style of ship
camouflage characterised by brilliant, glaring geometric
patterns to counter the threat posed by German U-Boats)
– despite modern radar and detection techniques making
it mostly pointless nowadays.
He says: “It acknowledges the Battle of the Atlantic and is
a fine tribute to all those who took part, many paying with
their lives. Equally fitting, is the fact that this is an area
that the Portsmouth based vessel regularly patrols today
and I like that too!”.
The marine artist Norman Wilkinson, born in Cambridge,
was behind the complicated pattern of shapes, shades
and colours, known as ‘dazzle’, breaking up the hull
appearance and making it very difficult for an adversary to
work out the range, speed and heading of the ship.

Dover Straits - HMS
Severn dazzles....!

Visiting foot health professional in the comfort of your own home

NICK MATTOCK

MCFHP MAFHP

Foot Health Practitioner
Maintaining Your Feet For A Healthier Lifestyle
Email: njmattock23@hotmail.co.uk

Mobile: 07892 400 828
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weathers. Their bosses and businesses let them go as
they see the greater good in what the RNLI tries to
achieve.
It is not the ideal situation at all, and I have long stated
that the government should at the very least make a
sizeable payment to cover the costs of fuel used. But
the essence of the institution remains the same. Saving
Lives at Sea.
Well, some people have commented about The Looker
What then happens to the migrants once they have
footage on BBC, ITV and Sky News recently about the
landed is a totally separate issue. I have recently learnt
migrants making the crossing over the English Channel
and I was also interviewed at some length by Michael Crick that only 6 migrants have been deported over the last 6
for the Daily Mail’s digital service. What amazes me is that months and that the home office has plans to send them
all to Albania to be processed.
we are in the middle of one of the biggest channel
The migrant crisis is concerning many locals, who have
operations since D-Day with boats and ships from Border
very different opinions, depending on your humanitarian
Force, The Royal Navy and numerous lifeboats (at one
and political leanings.
point last week, Deal, Walmer, Dover, Hastings and our
I recently wrote to Damian Collins our local MP, about
local boat at Dungeness) were all out, many for over 12
this issue and the problem mainly being that of the
hours, bringing with them huge numbers of immigrants.
‘People Smugglers’ and I thought I would share his reply
We have already had one day of over 1000 being brought
with you all.
ashore and I suspect last Tuesday might have been even
more, and yet it is not deemed Newsworthy??
Regular readers will know for the past 7 years I have taken Dear David,
Thank you for getting in touch, I hope you are well.
a particular interest in this and the humanitarian side of
Believe me, I do understand, and share, the strength of
what is going on.
feeling across the Marsh on this issue. It is
One of the questions that I am asked is could I get a
unacceptable that this continues to happen. And I can
Lifeboat Crew member to talk on camera? I always point
out that not only would they not be prepared too, but it is in assure you that under the Home Secretary’s plans, the
criminal gangs who benefit from the human misery will
the RNLI’s Policy to put all media enquiries through the
feel the full force of the law, facing sentences of life
Communications team at head office. The thing that really
imprisonment.
upsets me is when people have posted on social media,
that they will no longer give money to the lifeboats, as they The Borders Bill, which will do this, as well as making it
a criminal offence to knowingly arrive in the UK without
do not want to subsidise what some people call a taxi
permission to be here which I think will also send clear
service for migrants!
This really is unfair, the RNLI are not only a charity entirely message to migrants thinking about making the
dangerous and illegal journey, is going through the
funded by donations, but totally none political, they do not
judge you on the colour of your skin, your religion or region legislative stages in the House of Parliament. In the
mean time I will, I can assure you, continue to raise this
from which you come from. They stand for one thing and
at every available occasion with the Home Secretary.
one thing only…. Saving Lives at Sea!
The crew of the lifeboats and their families give up a lot for Kind regards,
Damian.
the institution, going out to sea at any given time in all

Welcome to edition 288

Editor’s Word

enquiries@loulabellesflorist.co.uk

Young Person’s
Drop-In Centre
gets cash boost
from Power Plant
The Pulse Drop-In Centre, in North
Street New Romney has benefitted from
a financial grant from Magnox, Nuclear
Decommissioning Authority and the
Cavendish Flour Partnership, who have
given the money to buy a large range of
interactive puzzles and games that the
members of the centre can enjoy.
The grant of nearly £900 has been
spent on buying new interactive games
and puzzles, for the group’s members to
enjoy.

hard dealing with lockdown. We wanted
to try and make sure that as soon as we
were able to, that we could really give
them the best place to come and relax
and enjoy the company of others.”
The Centre caters for people from late
teens through to their mid twenties and
offers social interaction with people who
otherwise might find it hard to mix with
other people of their own age.
Ralph explained: “For may its just a nice
safe place for people to come and chat
with others, relax and play games. We
also have competitions and a snack bar
where they can get refreshments. The
help that Magnox has given us has
made a huge difference to what we are
now able to offer and I know everyone
at the Pulse is very grateful to their
generosity.”

When The Looker popped along to
meet the members of the Pulse Drop-In
Centre, which is located above the
Romney Marsh Community Church in
North Street, New Romney, we met up
with Ralph Province, who runs the
centre in association with the
Community Church. Ralph told The
Looker that the Centre, which has been
running for over 10 years, was hit quite
hard when the Covid Pandemic hit. He
said: “For many of our members coming
to the centre it really is a big part of their
social lives, and for many, they found it

33 High St, New Romney, Kent. TN28 8BW
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Memorial Bench
Dedication Ceremony
to Honorary Freeman
Denis Prior

Lydd Town Council

SMALL GRANTS
Available for local Voluntary Groups

The family and friends of Denis Arthur Prior were invited by Lydd Town
Council to a ceremony to dedicate a newly installed bench in memory
of Denis Prior on 8th October 2021.
They were joined by the Mayor and Mayoress of Lydd, Cllr. Martin
Sweeney and Mrs Tracey Sweeney and members and staff of Lydd
Town Council
Councillor Clive Goddard
proposed that a bench
should be installed in
memory of Denis and this
was supported by his
fellow Councillors.

www.lyddtowncouncil.gov.uk
or collect an application form from

Lydd Town Council,
The Guild Hall, 13 High Street, Lydd, TN29 9AF
Please telephone 01797 320999

The bench, which was
blessed by Revd. Chris
Maclean, is situated at
the Hamilton Road
location on The Rype,
close to where Denis
used to live.

Applications and supporting documents must be
thumentsmustbe
Applicatiby
ons
ands
porting d
oc
received
9 am
onup
Monday
29
November 2021

received by9amonMonday29thNovember2021
Email: townclerk@lyddtowncouncil.gov.uk

Byemail: townclerk@lyddtowncouncil.gov.uk

Denis who was a wellrespected member of
the community and an
Honorary Freeman of
Lydd and a Mayor and
Member of Lydd Town
Council sadly passed
away on 5th January
2020.

Or to

Orto

Lydd Town Council

LyddTownCouncil,

Guild
Hall, 13
High Street, Lydd.
TN29 9AF
GuildHall,
13HighStreet,
Lydd,TN299AF

Running Waters Holiday Park
Lydd Road, New Romney

We currently have TWO 2021 Luxury Lodges Available
on our NEW Development

Computer support,
maintenance and
repairs by local people
Having problems with your IT?
Need help setting up a new device?
Phone or tablet needing a new screen or battery?

Situated on a quiet holiday park to suit elderly buyers. No Children and No Pets
We Offer:

Award
Winning
Site

With painstaking detailing throughout our homes screams quality, sophistication and
luxury. The acclaimed layout remains the same with a side entrance to the lounge.
These homes have a beautiful panoramic view over the Romney Marsh and are all ready
for you to move in. They feature Warm, sumptuous curtains and blinds with the rich
colours and textures of the kitchen units and worktop brought together with rustic
beams and stunning fitted carpets.
But don't take our word for it Book an appointment and view for yourself

*Remote IT support for businessor home
*New & refurbishedsales
*Call-outsfor business or domestic users
*Preventative maintenance
*Repairs to most electronic devices
*One to one training in your own home

We prefer you to swear by your IT, not at it!
Contact us now
01797 363385
enquiries@thecomputerpeopleltd.co.uk

www.thecomputerpeopleltd.co.uk
Church Approach,
New Romney,
TN28 8AS

Please call for appointments : 01797 458 355 or 07555 274862
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THE

LOOKER
LETTERS

I hope normality returns to your otherwise superb
publication.
PS I have enjoyed your overview of the ‘Green Movement’
and think your opinion mirrors most of the population.
Yours,
Jason Tordridge, Hythe.

Romney Marsh
Flower Arrangers

EMAIL: INFO@THELOOKER.CO.UK
Dear Editor,
Dear Looker
Following the meeting of the Flat Earth Society, sorry the
East Kent European Movement, I would advise the
population of East Kent adopt the practice of carrying an
umbrella whenever venturing outside in the near future.
There is likely to be some considerable fallout as these
idiots burn up upon re-entry into the Earth's atmosphere.
Yours in utter incredulity,
Ken Pedrick
Dear Looker,
I find your personal comment on the recent event held in
Hythe and attended by Lord Adonis being referred to as
likely only attended by the "small minded" etc as an
ignorant and ill-researched reference. Or are you aware of
any actual benefit to our leaving the EU? In which case,
please share that knowledge in your next edition.
Karen Byrne.
Editors Note: The article was sent by Andrew South,
someone who attended the meeting. No comment was
given only his report... However if you would like
comment, I have written about ‘My Views’ on Brexit’
Dear Looker,
I felt impelled to write to you following on from an article in
your last edition of The Looker, by Andrew South.
Are these people in the real world? They carp on about how
much better off we would be if we were still in the EU!
The people at this meeting should be seeking counselling!
Just like someone who cannot get over the end of a
relationship that featured one partner that abused the trust
of the other and treated them with total content.
Labour Pier Andrew Adonis, is just the head fool, who is
leading the merry band of fools, just like the pied piper.
I actually feel sorry for these delusional fools, as I have
already mentioned, it is like a person longing for their
partner to come back after a break up! This is not just a
split; it is a divorce and we have gone past the point of no
return. The decree absolute is granted, the names have
been changed on the marriage certificate.
Why would we want to be a part of an organisation that has
people like France (who are probably, smarting that they
have to take up Britain’s place as second largest contributor
to fund this failed organisation.
The EU is already threatening, Italy who along with
Portugal are wanting to carry out referendums so that they
can stop their people from funding the lavish lifestyles of
these euro politicians who live a champagne lifestyle,
moving between two parliaments (again just to appease the
bloody French!).
So, the message to these sad people is, get over it and
move on. As my old school teacher used to say to me, ‘It’s
your own time you are wasting!’.

I feel that I needed to write this letter. I am appealing to the
parents/carers of whom I shall call 'the famous five'
because they are well known to the residents of Church
Road, New Romney for causing havoc/ distress and
damage to some of our doors and windows. I am talking
about 5 teenagers, with the girls wearing their black jackets
fur trimmed hoods which they quickly pull up to cover their
heads and face, a very young boy who sadly is hanging out
with the group and no doubt learning all their deviant
behaviours, such a shame, a thick set boy with bomber
type jacket and white baseball cap, this boy kicks our front
doors with such force that he has managed to over several
evenings split through my neighbours door with his
constant kicking. Windows have been broken and if these
young people don't stop, the damage and constant
harassment isn't going to end and yes, we have called the
police.
So as a last resort I am hoping that this letter is going to be
read by their parents, they will recognise their children from
it I am sure. Could I ask that you speak with them and ask
them to now stop. Hundreds of pounds have been spent
on installing cameras and damage caused to doors/
windows. As their parents would you like to cover the costs
because they are teenagers so as parents you are
responsible to cover the damage? I am asking you from
one parent to another, please do the right thing and help us
to end this continued anxiety and upset, because we don't
deserve to be treated like this, we really don't, and it has
gone on for far too long.
Resident of Church Road.
Dear Looker,
Can I say how much we enjoyed the last Looker, especially
the two hilarious satirical articles, firstly about Grotty Greta
and the consequences of her wild ideas. Secondly the
hilarious joke item about Dotty Adonis and his delusions
about reversing Brexit and making the UK a vassal of the
EU again !

November’s demonstration by Chelsea award
winning Elouise Hasler-Stott, showed us more natural
environmentally
friendly ways to
arrange flowers. Using
many different
varieties of foliage and
berries to enhance the
flowers, this resulted
in arrangements that
could be achieved by
the members. She
entertained us with her
stories about her
business providing flowers for weddings, corporate
functions and shop fronts/windows.
The afternoon finished with 60th anniversary cake and
bubbly, a good end to a great year. Merry Christmas
and a Happy New Year.

Didn't he notice we DID HAVE a second referendum on the
Brexit issue - and a genuine People's vote - in the
traditional form of a General Election, at which the
Remainers who wanted to overturn the democratic result of
the original Referendum were flushed down the whatnot!
If he wants to reverse this, why not go the whole hog and
demand a rerun of the Second World War, ensuring that
this time Germany wins!! Then we can all be ruled by the
Fourth Reich - which was of course the aim of the whole
Common Market/EU enterprise in the first place (or, to give
it its real title, the Federal European Dictatorship).
Finally, may I point out that it is no longer fashionable to
blame everything we don't like on Brexit, the current
agenda is to blame everything on Climate Change!
Yours.
Jim Wright.

Next meeting on Wednesday 12th January 2022,
hopefully a demonstration by Helen Hare, 2.00pm
for 2.30pm at St Mary’s Bay Village Hall, with
refreshments available.
Visitors welcome. For more information, contact
Carol 01797-363662. Look forward to seeing you.
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ALDINGTON
ALDINGTON
FRESH
FRESH FOODS
FOODS
Roman Road, Aldington, Kent. TN25 7DH
Tel: 01233 721673

‘Santa Wants
To Share A Secretʻ
CHRISTMAS HAMPER PACK
No.1 £59.95

CHRISTMAS HAMPER PACK
No.2 £79.95

4-5 Lb BONELESS TURKEY
CROWN

5-6 Lb BONELESS TURKEY
CROWN

2 ½ - 3 Lb BONELESS PORK
LOIN
3 - 3 ½ Lb ENGLISH GAMMON
1Lb CHIPOLATAS
1Lb STREAKY BACON
1 Lb SAUSAGE MEAT

4-4 ½ Lb ENGLISH GAMMON
3-3 ½ Lb ROASTING SIRLOIN

AWARD
WINNING
BUTCHERS

1Lb CHIPOLATAS
1 Lb STREAKY BACON
1 JAR FREE RANGE GOOSE
FAT

CHRISTMAS HAMPER PACK
No.3 £99.95
6-6 ½ Lb BONELESS TURKEY CROWN
4 Lb ROASTING SIRLOIN
4 Lb BONELESS PORK LOIN
4-4 ½ Lb ENGLISH GAMMON
1Lb CHIPOLATAS
1Lb STREAKY BACON
1Lb SAUSAGE MEAT
2 JARS FREE RANGE GOOSE FAT

Wishing
Wishing All
All Our
Our
Cus
A
rs
Custome
tome
A Ve
Ve
rs r
ry
y
Me
Chr
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y
Me
Chr
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VOTED
THE BEST
VALUE
IN KENT

Adam's
Music
Reviews
Christmas Edition
By Vince Shelly
In the last two editions we've looked at the impact comics
had on my childhood. From the Beano and Dandy to the
footballing heroics of Roy Race through to the superhero
stories of Marvel, DC and 2000AD. I reluctantly gave them
all up when the ever-diminishing space in my bedroom
demanded a necessity to clear some space, albeit for my
ever-expanding collection of records and football
programmes. No more Melchester Rovers, Batman and
Robin, Judge Dredd, no more comics but that was all to
change and the declining comic industry was to receive a
major boost in the shape of a new, exciting 'lads' comic.
In 1979 a new comic hit the streets of Newcastle. Produced
in a bedroom by two brothers and a friend 'Viz' would soon
become a sensation in the publishing industry. Produced in
the spirit of Punk fanzines Viz set out to parody the
mainstream comics and magazines through letters pages,
photo strips and comic strips. Viz set to attack the
mainstream media that it sought to be a part of and no one
and no thing were safe. Suddenly men of all ages were
buying 'comics' again and Sid the Sexist, The Fat Slags,
Biffa Bacon, Johnny Fartpants and Roger Mellie the man on
telly (Not to be confused with Vince Shelly the man on telly)
soon became household names and were all the talk in the
workplace, bars, pubs, Uni's and colleges up and down the
country .
Many celebrities were the targets of Viz's near the knuckle
humour and Elton John, Jonathan Ross, Danny Baker,
Noddy Holder and Jimmy Saville all received the Viz
treatment the writers using acerbic wit to ridicule/slaughter
the celebs. The humour and wit were as subtle as a
sledgehammer but it was clever especially the letters page
which was pure genius as demonstrated by J Tafite's word
of warning which claimed "I walked into B&Q the other day
and this bloke in an orange and black outfit asked me If I
wanted decking. Fortunately, I got the first punch in and that
was that. But others may not be so lucky, so be on your
guard. Then there was the email from @selbyanddeke
which encouraged us to "Pretend you're on the set of
Michael Jackson's Thriller by going to Weatherspoons at
11pm" The letters also provided financial advice via Tom
McCann from Wokingham who wrote "I was delighted when
the kind people of the Inland Revenue wrote to me recently,
telling me that my tax return was 'outstanding', particularly
since I can't remember sending one in" Pure genius and
highly funny.
Viz's top tips was also a main feature and tips such as: A
small coniferous tree in the corner of your living room is an
excellent place to store Christmas decorations (very useful)
Why waste money on expensive binoculars? Simply stand
closer to the object you wish to observe (money saving) To
stop blue tits pecking at your milk bottles, don't buy any
(Logical) were all in keeping with the anarchic nature of the
comic.
Viz didn't just stick to cartoon strips and their photo shoots
lampooned those that could be found in the tabloids or the
popular girls magazine 'Jackie'. It is fair to say that they
were intended to be controversial, which is an
understatement and the subject matter of the photoshoots
certainly aren't for repeating in these pages. What I would
add is that again they were hilarious.
Even in my senior years I still feel the temptation to grab a
Viz annual off of the shelfs of The Works and follow the
exploits of Sid or Sandra and Tracey once again. Their
popularity lives on to the point that the Fat Slags had a
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movie made about their 'exploits' although the magazine's
editors were quick to disown it. Sandra and Tracey also
featured in a Lucozade advert and Channel 4 produced a
Viz cartoon for the TV starring The Fat Slags (voiced by
Kathy Burke and Jenny Eclair) Roger Mellie (Peter Cook)
Sid the Sexist (Sammy Johnson) and Billy the Fish (Harry
Enfield) all of which can be found on Channel 4 and
YouTube.
I mentioned that Viz was a 'lads' magazine and I believe Viz
was a forerunner of the 'Lad culture' scene and magazines
such as 'Nuts' 'Zoo' and 'Loaded' all owed a debt of
gratitude to Viz in fact all three nicked ideas from Viz for
their own articles. However, while the aforementioned
magazines have all ceased publication Viz is still going
strong. This particular King hasn't left the building.
Yes, it was juvenile, yes, we should have known better but
maybe it was that inner child in us that wanted to cling on to
our love of comics and grab one last moment of unbridled
joy. Perhaps rather than losing ourselves in Viz's toilet
humour we were losing ourselves in a distant childhood
memory and reliving our affection for the comic book. I don't
know if I should have supported a comic that parodied the
comics that I loved as a young child. Was, I being unfaithful
to The Beano/Dandy/Whizzer and Chips. I would prefer to
think that it was a natural progression and all part of a rites
of passage via comics that went from childhood well into
adulthood. I would also argue that comics gave us a love of
literature and encouraged us to read, not only comics but
books as well. They improved our reading skills and
stimulated our creative instincts encouraging us to draw and
paint as well as write.
There you have it the simple comic book, a source of
enjoyment and education, and you cannot underestimate
the hours of enjoyment they gave us and that's why I will
always hold a special memory for them. G'wan pet pick one
oop today.

Christmas is coming and soon the airwaves will be awash
with Slade, Wizzard, Mariah Carey, etc., so here's a
selection of Christmas songs that will appeal to anybody
looking for something different. Some are humorous,
some are satirical, others are straight-up Christmas
classics.
The Beatles – Christmas Time (Is Here Again) (1967 /
1995)
This was just a recurring
jingle on one of the group's
annual Christmas discs for
fans, but it was nicely edited
into a full-length track as a
B-side on the 'Free As A
Bird' single released in
1995. The lyrics are
somewhat minimalist and I
wonder if there was a wry
comment on the furore
concerning Lennon's 'bigger
than Jesus' comment in the line 'Been around since you
know when...' as though it's better not to name him. Who
knows. The track ends with John putting on his best
Scottish accent for an atmospheric little bit of nonsense.
The Sensational Alex Harvey Band – There's No
Lights On The Christmas Tree, Mother... (1972)
...They're Burning Big Louie Tonight. That's the punchline,
folks. Yes, this is a Christmassy tale about a man being
arrested and sentenced to the electric chair, consequently
shorting out the electricity and prompting the singer to
observe that the Christmas tree lights are off. Alex Harvey
was a distinctive performer from Scotland with a superb
bunch of musicians, often employing risqué lyrics. I can
guarantee this not being on Radio 2's festive playlist.
Wings – Rudolph The Red-Nosed Reggae (1979)
This one's pretty safe, being a quirky instrumental
rendition of the traditional favourite, which appears as a
bonus track on the album 'Back To The Egg.' Harmless
fun which started off as the B-side to the much more often
played 'Wonderful Christmastime.'
Simon & Garfunkel – 7 O'Clock News / Silent Night
(1966)
The transatlantic harmony duo sing the traditional
favourite with just a piano for accompaniment as reality
breaks in in the form of a particularly nasty edition of the
seven o'clock news. The juxtaposition seems to say
something about the essentially fantastical nature of
believing in peace on earth for a single day of the year.
Simon & Garfunkel did record the odd Christmas song
straight however, such as 'Star Carol,' 'God Rest Ye Merry
Gentlemen' and 'Go, Tell It On The Mountain.' All are
worth checking out.
Chas & Dave - Long,
Long Ago (1986)
Just when you're
thinking 'Where's the
warm Christmassy glow
in this lot?' along come
Chas & Dave to fill the
void. The Cockney lads
eulogise 'Winds through
the olive trees softly did
blow' while accompanied
by a brass band. The Bside of Silent Night is
also very nice and

there's no seven o'clock news this time! It just goes to
show that the pair of Londoners could be serious just
occasionally.
Lou Reed – Xmas In February (1989)
Venturing across to the dark side again, this one from Lou
Reed's acclaimed album 'New York' is essentially about
the lack of work prospects making army life seem
appealing, and the consequent rescheduling of Christmas
when you're busy fighting for your life on December 25th.
Monty Python – Christmas In Heaven (1983)
Of course it's not serious! This was the musical finale to
the comedy group's film 'The Meaning Of Life.' Really it
seems to be satirising the stereotypical 'American' idea of
what both Christmas and Heaven should be like; 'The
Sound Of Music twice an hour / And Jaws I, II and III.'
Have TV schedulers had any new ideas yet?
Joni Mitchell - River (1971)
This occasionally gets a play on BBC Radio 2 but I'm
including it anyway as it isn't as well known as it should
be. It opens with the notes of 'Jingle Bells' played on the
piano in an uncharacteristically melancholy fashion before
Joni begins the sad tale concerning Christmas going on
around a lonely person who wants it all to just go away.
Bob Dylan – Must Be Santa (2009)
This is a bit of a 'cheat'
as it actually does get
regular airplay at
Christmas on BBC
Radio 2, but the sheer
brilliance of Bob Dylan
doing a traditional
Christmas album with a
voice that has been
completely ravaged
has to be lauded. This
is perhaps the standout
track on 'Christmas In
The Heart,' but in this
house the entire CD
gets a spin every Christmas. Bob makes this Christmas
favourite his own by listing the names of recent USA
presidents among the reindeer. Was he being subversive?
Oh, I do hope so!
Pink Floyd – Roger's Boogie (1968 / 2016)
A track that lay in the vault until the release of the band's
megalithic box set, 'The Early Years.' This is clearly an
attempt at a Christmas song with a lyric about Gabriel
coming to the stable, and even in the 'anything goes'
psychedelic era that it was recorded, I would still say that
it's something of an oddity in the Floydian catalogue. It
sounds more like funeral music than a boogie.
Adam Colton & Teresa Colton - Make A Fat Cat Fatter
This Christmas (2014)
'Who?' Come on, this should be a Christmas number one!
We're a mother and son folk duo and this is a satirical
song about Christmas commercialisation. Legendary DJ
Dave Cash gave it a spin on BBC Radio Kent, and just in
case you think we're being too irreverent, my mother's two
self-penned carols, 'Shepherd Boy Carol' and 'Whisper In
The Wind,' should prove otherwise. All are on the
download album 'Mixed Messages.' Go on, make our
(Christmas) day!
For all fans of classic rock albums, this article is abridged
from my book '2021: A Musical Odyssey,' which is
available on Amazon, from the Cosy Kettle in Hamstreet
and The Record Store in Park Mall, Ashford. It's back to
your Shakin' Stevens for now though...
- Adam Colton
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DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
Thursday 25th November
Lydd Meeting Point, Hardy Hall, 10 a.m.
Craft "N" Laughs, St. Peter’s Hall, Greatstone, 2 p.m.
Line Dancing, RM Community Hub, Rolfe Lane,
New Romney, 4 p.m.
Romney Marsh Photographic Club, St. Mary’s Bay Village
Hall, 8 p.m.
Friday 26th November
Brookland Meeting Point, Village Hall, 1.30 p.m.
(4th Fri of month)
Karaoke, Shepherd & Crook, Burmarsh, 9 p.m.
Saturday 27th November
Christmas Fayre, All Saints’ Church Lydd, 10 a.m. –
1.30 p.m.
Christmas Fair, Old School & Scout Hut, New Romney,
10 a.m. – 3 p.m.
Christmas Fair, St. Mary’s Bay Church Hall, 10 a.m.
Christmas Market, Dymchurch Village Hall, 10 a.m. – 2 p.m.
Christmas Fayre, RM Community Hub, 10 a.m. – 1.30 p.m.
Sunday 28th November
Christmas Fair, Lydd Golf Club, 12 p.m. – 6 p.m.
Monday 29th November
Dymchurch Meeting Point, Methodist Church Hall, 10 a.m.
The Games Club, St. Peter’s Hall, Greatstone, 2 p.m.
(new members welcome)
Tuesday 30th Novenber
Greatstone Meeting Point, St. Peter’s Hall, 10 a.m.
(1st & 3rd Tues)
Dymchurch Art Society, Village Hall, 1 p.m.
New Romney Craft Group, Old School, 7 p.m.
Dymchurch Village Hall AGM, 7.30 p.m.
All residents of Dymchurch are urged to attend
st

Wednesday 1 December
Drop-in Coffee Morning, St. Peter’s Church, Greatstone,
9 a.m. - 10.30 a.m.
Computer Club, Village Hall, St. Mary’s Bay, 9.30 a.m.
Woman’s Wednesday Club, St. Peter’s Hall, Greatstone,
2 p.m.
Morris Dancing, RM Community Hub, Rolfe Lane,
New Romney, 7 p.m.
Needlecraft Club, Old School, New Romney, 7 p.m.

Thursday 2nd December
Lydd Meeting Point, Hardy Hall, 10 a.m.
Craft "N" Laughs, St. Peter’s Hall, Greatstone, 2 p.m.
Line Dancing, RM Community Hub, Rolfe Lane,
New Romney, 4 p.m.
Romney Marsh Photographic Club, St. Mary’s Bay Village
Hall, 8 p.m.
Friday 3rd December
Bridge (New Romney) Meeting Point, Unit 12 Mountfield
Road, 10 a.m. (1st & 3rd Fri)
Cuppa & a Chat, St. Mary’s Bay Church Hall, 2 p.m.
(1st Fri of month)
Saturday 4th December
Christmas Craft Fair, St. Peter’s Hall, Greatstone, 10 a.m. –
2 p.m.
Art & Crafts Fair, Dymchurch Village Hall, 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.
Saturday Book Club, Lydd Library, 10.30 a.m.
(1st Sat of month)
Charity Race Night, Lydd Community Hall, 7 p.m. (tickets
01797-320590)
Sunday 5th December
Christmas Flea Market & Art Exhibition, Dymchurch Village
Hall, 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.
Monday 6th December
Dymchurch Meeting Point, Methodist Church Hall, 10 a.m.
The Games Club, St. Peter’s Hall, Greatstone, 2 p.m.
(new members welcome)
Cancer Support Group, RM Community Hub, 2.30 p.m.
(1st & 3rd Mon)
Tuesday 7th December
Greatstone Meeting Point, St. Peter’s Hall, 10 a.m.
(1st & 3rd Tues)
Dymchurch Art Society, Village Hall, 1 p.m.
New Romney Craft Group, Old School, 7 p.m.
Wednesday 8th December
Drop-in Coffee Morning, St. Peter’s Church, Greatstone,
9 a.m. - 10.30 a.m.
Computer Club, Village Hall, St. Mary’s Bay, 9.30 a.m.
Woman’s Wednesday Club, St. Peter’s Hall, Greatstone,
2 p.m.
Morris Dancing, RM Community Hub, Rolfe Lane,
New Romney, 7 p.m.
Needlecraft Club, Old School, New Romney, 7 p.m.

‘Spencer’:
Fri 26th Nov - Thur 2nd Dec
‘Last Night in Soho’:

Above: Train just about to leave Lydd for Appledore, c.1962.
Below: c.1980s. ‘Altrad International’ were using the station facilities for storage purposes
for some years after the station closed.

‘Ghostbusters : Afterlife’:
Fri 3rd Dec - Thur 9th Dec

At the Marsh Academy,
New Romney

‘Eternals’
Thur 25th Nov

Lydd Railway Station.

Fri 26th, Sat 27th, Tue 30th Nov,
Wed 1st & Thur 2nd Dec

CINEMARSH
Up coming films films

Photos From The Past

Elf:
Sun 5 Fri 10 Sat 11th & Sun 12th Dec
th

th

‘King Richard’:
Fri 10 , Sat 11th, Mon 13th, Tue 14th,
Wed 15th & Thur 16th Dec
th

‘Mothering Sunday’:
Fri 10th, Sun 12th, Tue 14th,
Wed 15th & Thur 16th Dec

To book tickets, visit the Leisure Centre or go to: marshacademy.org.uk
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ZOE’S

Kitchen
Slow Cooker Meatball Goulash

Stir Up Sunday
Date & Pecan Christmas
Pudding

Christmas markets, festive
steam train journeys and
Santas on the run

Light Up The Parade

our guide to visiting Folkestone
this Christmas

So let us make merry, have a great time,
Toast one another, With a little wine.
10th December the date we shall meet,
4.30pm starting on Romney High Street.

If you’re wanting to get in the Christmas spirit, you’re not going
to get there sat in front of computer online shopping, even with
festive hits blaring on your smart speaker.

Light up New Romney, it’s a parade,
Lanterns are shining, music is played.
Voices are singing, a sound of good cheer,
Come and join us, it’s that time of the year.

All the shops open, they’ll welcome you in.
6:30pm the parade will begin.
Twinkling and shining making it’s way,
We even have Santa there on his sleigh
Children so excited,
Lantern in hand.
Meeting Elsa from Frozen,
What a great plan.

Serves 10
110g Vegetarian Suet
25g Mixed Peel

Church bells will ring out at quarter past six,
Samba band drumming, with bright lit up sticks.
Ice cream and hot dogs, although not for free,
Mean if your hungry, here is your tea.

75g Pecan Nuts (chopped)
250g Bramley Apples (peeled, cored & grated)

So when the parade is drawing near,
For all their hard work we give a good cheer.
Missing last year, no let’s say delayed,
We’ll make up for it with a wonderful parade.

1 Orange (zest)
1 Lemon (zest)
20ml Brandy or Rum

Stephen E G Bolton (Steve)

150ml Guinness
3 Free Range
Medium Eggs
(lightly beaten)
50g Plain Flour
100g Fresh
Breadcrumbs
2tsp Mixed Spice
225g Dark Soft Brown Sugar
150g Sultanas
250g Dates (chopped)
In a large bowl combine the dry ingredients
In another bowl mix the rum or brandy with the
Guinness & eggs
Gradually add the liquid to the dry mix & combine
well
Grease a pudding basin
Spoon the mixture into the pudding basin
To cook…
To steam the old -fashioned way, place a disc of
baking parchment on top of the basin, cover tightly
with foil & secure with string. Fill a large saucepan
half- way with water, place the basin in the pan,
almost cover with the pan lid & steam for
approximately 6-7 hours. Remember to top up the
water to prevent the pan boiling dry.
Alternatively, if you have a slow cooker cover the
basin with cling film, fill the slow cooker half with
water, place the lid on top & cook on a low heat for
approximately 8 hours.
Allow to cool, remove the covering material (foil or
cling film), replace with fresh cling film & then a
layer of foil. Store in the cupboard & leave to
mature until the big day.
Serve with Rum or Brandy Sauce.
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The Folkestone and Hythe district, as you’ve probably heard by
now, is an extraordinary place and that includes providing a
memorable backdrop to the festive season.
The coastal town of Folkestone is always a vibrant place to visit
but comes into its own at this time of year, whether that’s for
ticking off the Christmas list, or just soaking up the festive
atmosphere with a gingerbread latte in hand.
Newly launched this year is a Festive Programme full of activities
delivered by Folkestone & Hythe District Council. The Kentish
Christmas Market is an artisan market featuring products from
local producers and makers, as well as delicious street food. It
takes place from 10am to 3pm on Friday and
Saturdays between 26 November and 18 December outside
the Folca building on Sandgate Road.
Did you know that Folkestone is the world’s first music town? As
part of the Folkestone Music Town initiative, The Kentish
Christmas Market will coincide with a programme of live music
each day, with performances by talented local musicians, within
the town centre.
Folkestone also has a General Market in the town centre on
Thursdays and Saturdays that’s perfect for Christmas dining
essentials like fresh Brussels Sprouts and picking up stocking
fillers and gifts.
Once here, take a stroll beyond the town centre markets and give
yourself more time to enjoy the season by getting all your
Christmas shopping done and dusted. The Old High Street,
Tontine Street and the wider town centre area is the perfect
browsing ground for gifts that you won’t find anywhere else. From
independents to chain stores, Folkestone will have your stockings
filled before you know it. Many store owners will be only too happy
to help you choose a unique gift and wrap it ready to go under the
tree.
Find Christmas lights throughout the town and Creative Quarter to
light up an evening in the town exploring the many restaurants,
bars and pubs to be found there. Head to nearby Hythe for their
big switch-on on Wednesday 1 December. https://www.hythetc.gov.uk/council_events/christmas-lights/
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BBC interviews. Are they
worth the bother?
On Monday the 18th of October I received a phone call from a BBC
reporter who said that he would love a chat with me to get my opinions
on immigration. He said that he was keen to hear a contra view to
those expressed by supporters of immigrants who claim refugee status
or who seek asylum, by crossing the English Channel to gain entry to
the UK.
I was happy to do that interview which lasted around twenty minutes.
At the end of which the reporter asked whether I would be willing to
do a camera interview at 10.00am on Tuesday the 19th of October.
Again, I said that I would happily do that. This on camera interview
lasted for around 30 minutes. It was very detailed and encompassing
including the point that these illegals are not just landing at Dover, but
are coming ashore all along the coast from Dover to Dungeness, as I
have witnessed myself.
D
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The output was shown towards the end of he BBC 6 o'clock news that v
e
evening. I was on screen for around 5 seconds only, showing me
R
responding to the question of whether I supported migrants claiming to
o
be refugees. I thought for a second and said that I supported these
migrants provided that they had passports or equivalent papers. The s
s
UK has a good track record of welcoming genuine refugees over
g
hundreds of years including those thrown out of Uganda by Idi Amin
some years ago and the Jews escaping the Nazi regime in Germany in e
the lead up to WW2. These were clearly not illegals but were here by t
t
invitation.
i
n
This total telephone and camera interview time of nearly an hour was
simply a waste of my time, although I am sure that the reporter, who g
said that my on screen appearance would no doubt only last for half a r
minute, was genuine in wanting to show my views. I simply put the e
a
end output down to BBC editors and the BBC stance on politics.
d
I now feel the urge to write some of the comments that I made during y
these interviews. I accept that my opinions will not find favour with f
the Refugee Council, the Woke people or the 'let them all in' brigades, o
who believe that anybody not singing to their hymm sheet, must be r
wrong. Indeed, I hear that some of these people are already calling for t
me to resign my seat because I do not go along with their agenda. But h
freedom of speech and differing opinions are sacrosanct in the UK, as e
s
demonstrated recently by the Piers Morgan debacle.
p
As one of the two UKIP Councillors on Folkestone and Hythe District o
r
Council, we being the only two in Kent, and with only nine UKIP
t
Councillors in the whole of the UK, I was invited to say something
about UKIP. I said that UKIP was strong in the 2015 council elections s
with seven UKIP Councillors elected to Folkestone snd Hythe DC and s
h
many elected elsewhere. At that time UKIP also had 17 MEPs in
o
Brussels. The 2016 referendum on whether to remain in the EU or to
w
leave showed the majority of voters in favour of leaving, a democratic
result that remainers still can't accept!
Thereafter, many people that had given their votes to UKIP, returned to
their natural parties in the belief that Brexit had been achieved and the
work and role of UKIP had been completed. There was also some
disillusionment by the number of leadership changes at the top of
UKIP. Of course Brexit is still not fully achieved, witness the French
plundering of UK waters for fish, the Northern Ireland debacle and the
French 'exporting' immigrants to the UK. It is clear that the EU, with
France in the vanguard, intend to do all they can to punish the UK for
daring to leave their club! Bring it on!
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I was then questioned about my views on refugees and immigration.
My response was that any person attempting to enter the UK without
having a passport or other relevant papers, is attempting to enter
illegally. Any such person subsequently entering the UK is then, defacto, an illegal immigrant. As a born and bred Englishman, I must
show my passport on entry into the UK, my own homeland. This is
English law which shamefully is not applied to anybody trying to cross
the Channel without documentation. Indeed, it is well known that
many would-be migrants throw any id that they might have, into the
channel mid trip.
Some of these migrants claim refugee status, which they should have
claimed in France or another country whilst on route from their
homeland, which in the vast majority of cases is Africa or the Middle
East. Some simply claim to be asylum seekers. When asked where
they want to go to, the invariable answer is the UK. They know full
well of the benefits they will receive when here. That brings us to
Napier Barracks which was selected by the Home Office just over a
year ago, without consulting with the District Council or the local MP,
to accommodate up to 200 young males on a rolling basis. At least 80
of these young males have since tested positive for Covid-19, which is
no surprise. The original booking was for a year, but that has now been
increased until September 2025. I have stayed in the barracks myself
as an Army Officer, albeit 50 years ago, and until very recently the
barracks was used regularly by the TA and Army cadet force. But the
facilities, good enough for our forces, are not deemed to be good
enough for illegals, despite full board, three meals per day, education,
medical facilities, pastimes and generous pocket money. On that
matter, the Home Office recently block-booked all rooms in the Stade
Court hotel in Hythe until at least the end of the year. Disgracefully,
people who had made prior bookings at the hotel had their bookings
cancelled because of this shameful decision. Some of these illegals
moan about their accomodation and even moan about hotel breakfsts,
but none of these complainants offer to return to the squalid conditions
in Calais.
Shamefully, we now see our Home Secretary offering to give France
£54m to pay for attempting to stop would-be migrants from launching
rubber boats into the Channel in their quests to reach the UK. I object
to my taxes being used in this way. The French Gendarmarie have
stopped a few attempts but make it clear that if we cease to pay that
money, they will no longer patrol beaches nor stop migrants from
leaving. That is simply blackmail! That £54m would better be spent on
some new vessels to patrol the Channel. It seems to me that instead of
our Border Force, lifeboats and other craft, acting as taxis by picking
up would-be immigrants and ferrying them to Dover, our vessels could
intercept migrant boats in mid channel and tow them back to french
waters. If this were to be done, the traffic would quickly cease. This
would not go down well with the French who do all in their power to
assist the migrants in their quests, even seeing French naval vessels
ordering cross channel ferries to change course slightly to avoid flimsy
crafts full of migrants.
Few would-be immigrants now hide in lorries in their bids to reach the
UK. It is easier to board a rubber boat and cast off from France and
then wait to be picked up by UK vessels knowing that the next stop is
Dover. Migrants even now phone the UK authorities to request
assistance! Once in the UK these migrants, the majority being illegals,
can elect to disappear into the land knowing that id cards are not
required in the UK, unlike in most other countries. Australia simply
refused to accept boat people trying to land illegally. That stopped the
attempts completely. We should follow that example.
So, my views were made clear in my interviews. In summary, I know
the definition of an illegal immigrant, it means unlawful! I know how
attractive our benefits are, I have to accept that few of these
immigrants are terrorists or simple crooks, although some have been
proved to be so, I know what a refugee is and I know what Asylum
means. But I simply cannot accept illegal (unlawful) immigrants being
allowed into the UK. Many countries are learning that something must
be done to quell this rush and Australia seems to have found the
answer.
All that said, I respect all views whilst not agreeing with them all and I
expect my views to be treated with the same respect. It is a pity that
my views were not made clearer by the BBC.
Cllr Terry Mullard

Basic GardeningTips
By Michael Gooch

Autumn/Winter jobs
I have a sister who lived in an area where the gardening
bins were supplied free, but stopped for 5 months in the
winter! I thought then, can I have one of those gardens that
don’t need any attention for 5 months?!! The work in the
garden changes, but does not stop. Now is about the last
chance to plant those bulbs you keep thinking about. The
drying tops of some perennials can be left for the winter, but
there is plenty of weeding to be done, and all the “gone
over” annuals can be cleared out.
If you are still going through the year with a new mature
garden, you may now have a good idea of what is in it, and
you can make definite plans for next year, and the changes
you might like to make. If it is a new virgin garden,
reclaiming a builders plot, and you have planted everything
there is in it, you can appraise what has done well, and
what was a bit of a disaster! Everyone has those, even
Monty Don!
There is a programme on TV, called “Your garden make
perfect” but that is an Oxymoron (a contradiction in words) a
garden is never finished or perfect. Weeds never stop
growing, and as the saying goes “the man (or woman) who
never made a mistake, never made anything!” Especially
true of gardening. Every gardener is always trying out new
things, seeds and plants and that is how you grow in
knowledge and experience as a gardener. One of the
enjoyable winter jobs is sitting by the fire, if you have one,
and deciding what seeds and plants you need for next year,
and what changes you would like to make. If you are
growing vegetables, remember the need to rotate your
crops, some take goodness from the soil, others add to it.
Pruning. Many of the overgrown shrubs can be tidied up,
but remember as mentioned last time, that the spring
flowering ones, like forsythia should be left, because they
will flower next spring, on this year’s wood. If you are
pruning, always cut above a bud, ready for a new shoot to
grow from it. Use sharp secateurs, or if stems are very thick,
loppers. Try not to “hack” and leave the cut frayed or untidy.
The summer flowering shrubs will flower on next year’s
wood, so pruning them now, will allow them to have plenty
of growth in the spring, ready to flower.

slightly untidy, faded, mellow look to autumn, is part of it’s
beauty.
AND NOW FOR PRUNING YOUR SOFT FRUIT!
There are three main reasons for pruning, usually done
during autumn and winter:
1) To stimulate new growth during early spring
2) To ensure a good flow of air through the bush
3) To cut out any dead or diseased branches
GOOSEBERRIES:These produce fruit from spurs on the
old branches as well as the preceding year’s shoots. When
pruning, aim to create a goblet shaped bush and remove
any laterals which are growing into the centre of the bush to
prevent overcrowding. This will help keep a good air flow
and allow the sun to penetrate. Using secateurs, cut back
branches to about half their length, and remove any suckers
which are growing from the base of the bush.
BLACKCURRANTS:Fruit is produced mainly on young
wood, so to encourage growth, remove all dead or old wood
as near to ground level as possible. As for all fruit bushes,
avoid overcrowding in the centre of the bush, and cut off
about one third of remaining branches in order to stimulate
growth.
REDCURRANTS AND WHITE CURRANTS:Pruning for
these is the opposite of blackcurrants. These currants form
fruit spurs on two year old wood, so for a healthy bush cut
back each branch by about a half to encourage new growth
which will fruit in two year’s time. Redcurrant bushes grow
very quickly so keep the size under control!
Soft fruits attract birds, so if you don’t protect them your
crop will disappear within days! You can of course invest in
a commercial fruit cage, but if you only have a modest
number of bushes why not make your own as a winter
project. I use lengths of 2” x 1” timber to make a frame, then
cover with netting which is reasonably inexpensive. To be
really comfortable, make your frame high enough to stand
up in, and even incorporate a simple door. To prevent the
timber from rotting, treat it with wood preservative and stand
the frame on bricks to raise it off the soil, but don’t forget to
fill in any gaps which provide a sneaky access for
opportunist birds!

Large clumps of perennials can be divided at this time of
year. Dig up the whole root ball of the plant, and put on the
grass or somewhere you can work on it easily. With a spade
or garden fork, or two spades or garden forks, back to back,
start to break it up, in the middle. Don’t be afraid of being
ruthless and cutting through the roots, you may need to be
a bit vicious with the root ball! If the middle of it is too
congested, chop bits off the sides. So long as you have
healthy looking roots, it will make another plant. Replant the
pieces of root ball, in another place in the garden, or plant it
in a pot, ready to give away to friends. You can make any
number of new plants from your original one. If you wish to,
you can plant one of the healthy looking pieces back where
it came from. If you fail to do this occasionally, you will find it
dying from the Centre. What was a neat compact perennial,
will spread out from the middle, which is dying, and will
leave big gaps.
If you wish to prune your fruit trees and bushes, that is more
complicated, and you will need to refer to a handbook, or
look it up on the internet. Some trees and bushes fruit on
new wood, and others on older wood, so you need to know
the differences. And apple trees fall into 3 types, a, b and c,
depending on their species.
On a dry afternoon, you can cut your grass, if it getting
untidy, but on a high setting. Being too ruthless with your
grass at this time of year, can be detrimental to it. The
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AND ANOTHER THING . . . . .
by Russell Tillson
Sixty or more years ago my family made regular summer
visits to the Children’s Paradise of Dymchurch; we came to
see my uncle George, who is buried there. I have long
associations with this wonderful seaside village, and today
I live there, near the Ship Inn. In the summer months, if the
sun is shining, the population quadruples. But for some of
us the sun is always shining there, even when it isn’t. And it
is rich in history and community.
Thousands of years ago when the Romney Marsh was just
sea, banks of shingle started to build up where the sea
defence wall in Dymchurch is today. Marshy areas formed
behind these shingle banks and our predecessors started to
reclaim the land for occupation and cultivation. The sea was
kept at bay by building sea defences, first with thicket
fences, then bricks and finally concrete – the origin of
the
Dymchurch
Wall.
Dymchurch
became
the
headquarters for law and order on the Marsh and its name
derives from Deme, mediaeval English for judge or arbiter.
In 1252, a Charter by King Henry III granted self government to Dymchurch and the Romney Marsh, on
condition that the seawall was maintained. Dymchurch was
the seat of government and the head magistrate (Leveller of
the Marsh Scotts) and the governors of the Marsh (The
Lords of the Level), administered swift justice to anyone
endangering the wellbeing of the Marsh. They met in
the New Hall court room, located in what is now New Hall
Close opposite the church and rebuilt in 1575 after the
earlier wooden structure was destroyed in a storm.
About half of the present coastline of the Romney Marsh is
defended by sea walls, the oldest of which is the
Dymchurch Wall. Without this protection the land would
often be under water. Serve God, honour the King, but first
maintain the Wall is therefore an apt slogan, penned by
Russell Thorndike in his Dr Syn novel, 'The Scarecrow
Rides' It highlights the fact that Romney Marsh owes its
existence to the Dymchurch Wall, which stops the sea from
flooding the Marsh. There has been a seawall since Roman
times, with the original being constructed to protect the
harbour at Port Lympne and continuing over the centuries
to help protect the Marsh itself. The Wall ensured that the
rich alluvial land deposited by the river Rother, initially used
as salt pans, slowly became fertile farmland. After the three
great storms of 1236, 1250-2 and 1287-8 battered
Dymchurch, some of the massive shingle bank which
previously formed the eastern seaboard moved southward,
but most of it moved north-eastward. As the shingle bank
diminished the construction of a sea wall began late in the
13th century, using clay dug from the land close behind it
and with rock groynes projecting into the sea to hold the
shingle. Landowners were required to grow thorn bushes
for building of the wall, as thorn twigs were believed
impervious to sea water. Failure resulted in an ear being cut
off. Maintenance of the wall became the responsibility of
The Corporation of Romney Marsh. In the 15th century, a
"Scot Tax" was levied on every landowner for its continuing
repair. Those directly outside the boundary or with
properties above sea level were not eligible to pay the tax
and were said to have got away Scot Free. By 1803 the
condition of the wall was so poor that gradually it had to be
replaced by a three-mile concrete and Kentish ragstone
wall, which was steadily extended both in height and width,
with widespread improvements undertaken in 1894.
A constant battle against the elements culminated in
another reconstruction, completed in 2011. On 20th July
2011, the new sea wall, built at a cost of £60 million, was
officially opened by Lord Smith of Finsbury, Chairman of the
Environment Agency. I recall that he explained that the high
cost of flooding underlined the importance of investment in
reducing flood risk, adding that future storms and raised sea
levels would result from climate change. In the same year a
Dymchurch Time Capsule was placed inside one of the
pillars on the new sea wall. At the time I was on the parish
council, which coordinated the list of items to be included,
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and I attended the ceremony. The capsule contains 61
items and 150 postcards with messages from residents and
children. There were memorabilia from the parish council
and local churches, a mobile phone, coins, maps, two
poems from local poet Anthony Webb and a menu from the
local Chinese takeaway. The capsule will be left untouched
until July 2111.
There is an abundance of interesting buildings in
Dymchurch. The Norman church, dedicated to St Peter and
St Paul, was built about 1150 and remained virtually
unchanged for nearly 700 years. In 1821 the population had
increased to the point where modifications were required,
with the north aisle extended and the nave re-roofed giving
the church its present lop-sided appearance. Inside the
church there is a Roll of Honour that serves as a dedication
to Dymchurch residents who died during the First World
War. The village has one war grave from the Second World
War – 1074227 Gnr, Arthur William Heyhoe - the only
soldier buried in the Dymchurch cemetery under a
Commonwealth War Graves Commission headstone. The
land on which the War Memorial stands was the original site
of the gallows. Dymchurch High Street is the location for
Smugglers Chest, dating from 1784, and the site for
Wellworth Stores for 32 years until 2003; Rose Cottages,
where the artist Paul Nash lived in 1923; the 16th century
Dormer Cottages, inhabited at different times by Edith
Nesbit, Noel Coward and Paul Nash; and the 17th century
Well and Oak Cottage, which was the village post office for
many years. Mackett’s Cottages, in Mill Road, were built in
1740, and the site of the village workhouse between1791
and 1836. Old School House, also in Mill Road, was built
in 1800 by Jeremiah Wraight as a village school. The listed
building, Tudor Cottage, on Sea Wall Road was one of the
original Poor Houses. The houses at Marine Terrace, 50-60
Sea Wall were the first built as holiday residences. Russell
Thorndike lived in Nos. 3 and 4 with his family. The City of
London pub dates from the1700s; Thorndike called it the
Seawall Tavern in his Dr.Syn books. The Romney, Hythe &
Dymchurch Railway was opened in 1927. It closed
temporarily during World War Two. Dymchurch railway
station was reopened after the war by Laurel and Hardy.The
Amusement Park was a small fairground with a putting
green in the 1930s. Prior to this, it had been allotments for
the Coastguards. The roller-skating rink is still there
underneath the ghost train. Plater Hall was built through
public subscription in 1908 in memory of the popular vicar
of Dymchurch, the Rev. Charles Eaton Plater.
There are three Martello Towers in Dymchurch. Tower 23 is
located on the coast road just outside the village and has
been restored and converted into a private dwelling. It was
built to protect the Willop Sluice, one of the main sluices
helping to drain Romney Marsh. Originally the ground floor
was where the magazine store was located and the first and
second floors were the living quarters. Of the 74 Towers
built on the Kent and Sussex coast, Martello Tower No.24 is
the best surviving example, being closest to its original
condition. It has been restored to its original design and
layout, including brickwork, front and parapet doors, window
openings, fireplaces, ventilation shafts, the original 24
pounder muzzle-loading cannon on the gun platform,
parapet shot lockers, hauling rings, replica gunpowder
barrels, and replica 'Brown Bess' muskets. It was built as
one of a pair (with 25) to protect the Marshland Sluice, one
of the main sluices helping to drain Romney Marsh. From
1819 it was taken over by the newly formed Royal Naval
Coast Blockade Service in the 'war' against smuggling on
Romney Marsh. In 1831 the Coast Blockade was absorbed
into The Coastguard Service and the Coastguard continued
to use the tower, together with their families. During the
Second World War, it was used to spot incoming aircraft and
the V1 & V2 flying bombs. It is a Scheduled Ancient
Monument and a Grade II Listed Building, owned by English
Heritage.
The Friends of Martello24, a Registered Charity, act as
custodians of the tower on their behalf and manage its
openings to the public following a vast amount of
preparatory work by the wonderful Richard Blackwell.

Tower No.25 is located in the Dymchurch Martello car park.
The outside has been restored but the inside is in a poor
condition. It is currently unused and closed. In 2017 it was
sold at auction to a private buyer, who since received
planning permission to convert the tower into a four-storey
four bedroomed holiday let. The ingenuity of the design of
Martello Towers was never put to the test since Nelson's
defeat of the French fleet at Trafalgar in 1805 and
Napoleon's decision to invade Russia removed the
possibility of a French invasion. The Dymchurch Redoubt
was built between 1798 and 1809 to act as a supply depot
to support the chain of 21 Martello Towers between Hythe
and Rye.
The Redoubt is circular and built of brick with granite and
sandstone dressings, measuring up to 68 metres in
diameter and stands 12 metres above the floor of its dry
moat. The upper floor had open emplacements for ten 24
pounder guns mounted on wooden traversing platforms,
while the lower floor featured 24 vaulted barrack and
storage casemates, which opened on to a circular parade
ground. They were designed to accommodate 350 officers
and men. Entry was originally via a wooden footbridge
supported by stilts, which could be collapsed in an
emergency. During World War I, it was used for troop
accommodation, while in World War 2, the reconstructed
redoubt was used as an emergency coastal battery. After
the war, the observation post was used as a Coastguard
lookout and radar was installed to monitor shipping in the
Channel. The Redoubt remains the property of the Ministry
of Defencel it is a Scheduled Monument and is listed by
English Heritage as a Building at Risk.
Dymchurch is of course famous historically for smuggling.
The export of Romney Marsh wool was for centuries both
highly taxed and badly policed — an open invitation to
smugglers. Those operating in the early 14th century were
known as Owlers as they only worked at night using the
hoot of the owl as a signal. The King’s men often ignored
their activities after a small sum of money changed hands.
By the 17th century the problem assumed epidemic
proportions - the 1698, Act to Prevent the Exportation of
Wool introduced the death penalty for smuggling wool. In
the 18th and early 19th centuries smuggling was still rife spirits, silk, lace, tea, tobacco came in while tin, graphite
and wool were smuggled out. It was a fairly risk-free
operation as there were few Revenue men around.
Smugglers usually fished for a living; they knew the
Channel well, met the French halfway and exchanged
goods in the darkness. Smuggling steadily became a
serious threat to law and order, being dominated by some
of the most ruthless gangs who stopped at nothing to
achieve their aims. The Coast Blockade Service was
created in 1816 following the huge loss of revenue due to
the failure of the Customs and Revenue Services to cope
with the smuggling; it was absorbed by the new Coastguard
Service in 1831 and by 1839 there were over 4553
Coastguards.
One of the most notorious 19th century Dymchurch
smuggling gangs were the Aldington gang, or the Blues as
they were also known, under the original leadership of
Cephus Quested. They were extremely successful until
1821, when on a run they came face to face with the
blockade men. Among the dead and wounded two were
captured, Richard Wraight and Quested himself. Wraight
was released with no evidence offered. Quested was found
guilty and hanged. Another leader, George Ransley, who
deployed his fellow criminals in a military fashion, was
eventually betrayed by his own gang; a party of blockade
men forced entry to his home and arrested him, and soon
rounded up the rest of the gang. Many of the mediaeval
churches on the Marsh were involved with smuggling.
Obliging sextons opened convenient vaults and removed
their contents in order to store brandy, tea, tobacco, silks,
laces and fine gloves. In Dymchurch churchyard there are
tombstones to Preventive men and Riding Officers.
Dymchurch was the setting of the Doctor Syn novels, based
on smuggling, by Russell Thorndike, who created the
fictional Dr. Christopher Syn, rector of Dymchurch, in his

1915 thriller of that name, a breathtaking account of Marsh
smuggling at the close of the 18th century.
The tale (and those that followed it) combines supernatural
horror and bloodcurdling crime as it follows the meek,
beloved rector and discovers his chilling secret. Most
astonishing is the novel’s completely amoral nature, its
sympathetic characters being openly and viciously criminal,
and the enforcers of the law given to actions as harsh as
their opponents. Thorndike, like his fictional protagonist,
knew the Marsh well; he spent summers at Dymchurch from
the 1890s until his death in 1972. He based his smugglers
on the notorious “Blues” and his Scarecrow on Ransley,
who executed operations involving as many as 250
smugglers at a time.
After church, Dr. Syn would dine with the local squire, while
his sexton, the comical little Mipps (how we bemoan the
closure of the restaurant Mr. Mipps!), would mesmerise the
crowd at the Ship Inn with stories of piracy and adventure
on the high seas. On some evenings, the mild-mannered
man of the cloth would enjoy a pint at the Ship Inn with his
parishioners, claiming that “a parson drinking with the men
in a public inn had a good effect upon the parish, for a good
parson, as a good sailor, should know when he has had
enough.” And he would often walk along the seawall, deep
in thought, perhaps composing a sermon, but singing softly
to himself a most inappropriate sea song:
Oh, here’s to the feet that have walked the plank, Yo! Ho!
for the dead man’s throttle, And here’s to the corpses
floating round in the tank, And the dead man’s teeth in the
bottle.
Founded in 1452 and in almost continuous business for
nearly 600 years, the Ship Inn displays Dr.
Syn memorabilia, while a previous landlord would always
gladly show you the smuggler’s hole discovered during a
modern renovation. The Inn has many associations with the
Lords of the Level (the 23 Lords of the Manors of Romney
Marsh) and notorious smugglers. Its proximity to the New
Hall prison ensured it had a key role in helping captured
prisoners to escape. The smuggling history of the inn over
the centuries is literally ingrained into the fabric of the
building, with its hidden passages and secret cupboards
and stairways, now no longer secret but all adding to an
indisputable atmosphere of lamp oil, dark lanterns, masks
and three-cornered hats.
Several films featuring Dr Syn were made in and around
Dymchurch, including Doctor Syn (1937), Captain
Clegg (1962) and the Disney TV film The Scarecrow of
Romney Marsh (1963). Since 1963 the Dymchurch
smuggling heritage and their famous fictional parson have
been celebrated with a bi-annual Day of Syn, in which the
Scarecrow once more emerges, dogged by Mipps, to lead
the villagers to riches, with the rector always playing the
part of Dr. Syn.
While the smuggling gangs were gone well before his day,
but in his Smuggler’s Song Rudyard Kipling perfectly
captured local attitudes toward the underground economy
of those times.
Five and twenty ponies trotting through the dark
Brandy for the Parson, 'Baccy for the Clerk.
Them that asks no questions isn't told a lie.
Watch the wall my darling while the Gentlemen go by!
If you wake at midnight, and hear a horse’s feet,
Don’t go drawing back the blind or looking in the street.
Them that asks no questions isn’t told a lie.
Watch the wall, my darling, while the Gentlemen go by!
Such wonderful history!
There is some debate locally whether the village should be
nicknamed Dumbchurch or Grimchurch, but you must live here to be
allowed to voice an opinion!
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Vince
The Movie Man
Dune: Part 1
Cert 12A - On general release
With very few blockbusters
on the big screen at the
moment, this remake of
David Lynch's 1984
version, was much
anticipated. Director Denis
Villeneuve's version is
truer to Frank Herberts
book and while Lynch
covered the story in 135
minutes Villeneuve's part
one weighs in at an epic
155 minutes.
Set in 10191 Dune
introduces us to the House
of Atreides as they replace
the House of Harkonnen
as rulers of the planet
Arrakis at the Emperors
bequest. Duke Leto leader
of Atreides plans to make peace with the Fremen tribe,
who inhabit the planet, and increase production of 'Spice'
a valuable substance that is crucial to the human race.
But danger awaits the Duke and his son Paul.
This is a real labour of love and Villeneuve takes time to
unravel the complex story and introduce us to the
characters. The action is played out against a landscape
of sand and the giant sandworms that terrorise the land.
Dune is a real slow burner and Villeneuve is prepared to
take his time to tell the story in full. Warning: choose your
drinks wisely (No large drinks)
With part two set to be released in 2023 you have plenty
of time to catch part one but don't miss the opportunity of
catching this on a big screen to fully appreciate the
enormity of the film.

Last Night In Soho Cert 18 on general release
Oh wow! I love the horror genre, zombies, slashers and
serial killers I can't get enough but for every Halloween,
Scream or Dawn of the Dead there's a plethora of
substandard efforts that I'm 'forced' to endure in my

pursuit of gratification.
But still, I boldly seek
out new thrills and
chills.
The supernatural
horror isn't one of my
favourite sub-genres
so I approached Last
Night In Soho with
some trepidation. I'm
pleased to report that
not only is it a welcome
addition to the genre
but also a contender
for the best film of
2021, yes it really is
that good. While set in
the present the film
really comes to life
when Ellie (Thomasin
McKenzie) a fashion
student studying in London, is whisked back to the 60's in
her dreams. She meets/becomes Sandy (Anya TaylorJoy) an aspiring singer who is taken under the wing of
Jack (Matt Smith) a sinister character with ulterior
motives. Soho owes a huge slice of gratitude to the sixties
with some iconic faces from the 60's such as Terence
Stamp, Rita Tushingham, Diana Rigg and Margaret Nolan
amongst the cast(Sadly Soho was to be Rigg and Nolan's
last films after both passed away)
Director Wright drags us kicking and screaming into Ellie's
psychedelic and psychological nightmare as her reality
becomes as blurred as the mysterious figures that haunt
Ellie. Once the story is set the pace never drops as we
follow Ellie's descent into madness and purgatory as she
battles her demons.
Last Night In Soho reminded me of Herk Harvey's 1962
film Carnival of Souls and director Edgar Wright has
produced a stunningly beautiful and atmospheric
psychological horror. I loved the detail and attention to the
60's sets which ooze class and authenticity while
capturing the seedy underbelly of Soho. The soundtrack,
which contains Cilla, Sandie, Petula, Dusty, The Kinks
and Siouxsie and the Banshees? compliments the film
and I immediately downloaded it on Spotify on my return
home from the cinema. The ending is delivered at a
furious pace and just as you think you've sussed it out
Wright delivers a devilishly and subtle twist of his own.
With the dreadful Halloween Kills still fresh in my own
nightmares Last Night In Soho has restored my faith in the
genre and is one not to be missed especially the
outstanding performances of leads McKenzie and TaylorJoy. 11/10.

CINEMARSH The Little Big Screen for the Romney Marsh
cinemarsh@marshacademy.org.uk
Binge Worthy TV
Sponsored by

With the night's drawing in, now is the perfect opportunity
to binge watch some decent TV and where better to start
than the worst letting agent in the country. The Bafta award
winning Stath Let's Flats is back for a third series on
Channel 4 with all three series available on catch up. With
a baby on the way and the Michael and Eagles team
working out of Stath's Dads house you can expect
disasters, mayhem and laughs a-plenty.
If it's a political drama you crave why not tune into the
second series of Sky TV's Cobra: Cyberwar PM Robert
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Sutherland (Robert Carlyle) is back and this time the
country is facing an attack on the banking system as an
unknown enemy tries to cripple the country's economy.
Can the PM stave off the threat as he races against the
clock while battling disruptive forces within his own party.
It's back after a ten-year hiatus and Dexter - New Blood
will soon be splattering our screens as Dexter has
relocated to Iron Lake and taken on the new identity of Jim
Lindsay but will the dark passenger return.
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BUDGETING TIPS
Take your time!!

By June Gooch

There seems to be a modern assumption that no one has any
time nowadays, and you aren’t anyone, unless you are so
busy you haven’t time to stop for breath!!
There are a number of adverts for indigestion remedies that
show people rushing through the day, not able to stop for a
second. The nurse in me, is a bit unkind, and says “serve you
right” If you haven’t time to stop and sit down for 3 or 4
minutes while you drink your coffee you are heading for a
breakdown. It is common proven fact that human beings work
better and more efficiently for having proper breaks, including
coffee and lunch. Stop work and pick up a magazine or watch
the sparrows outside your window while your coffee cools.
(don’t pick up your phone, for most people that is NOT
relaxation)
Especially if you are struggling financially, every purchase
should be a measured, careful decision, buy nothing on a
whim. It doesn’t matter whether it is a new telly, or a box of
cornflakes, don’t rush it. Look around for the best deals, and
compare prices with similar products, then make a careful
decision. There is a dreadful Amazon advert, that encourages
be glued to your phone looking for deals, in the middle of
doing other things, Like cleaning your teeth, cleaning the
carpet, having a shower, or doing a bungee jump!! Whatever
you are doing give it your full attention. There is an old
proverb that says “If a job is worth doing, it is worth doing
well” If you are cleaning your teeth, give it your full and
undivided attention. If you are cleaning the carpet, the same
applies. Don’t be afraid to leave your phone off for an hour or
two.

We used to be asked to turn our phones off in church, and it
was a good discipline. Unless your sister is having a baby, or
grandfather is seriously ill, there is probably nothing that can’t
wait for an hour. Don’t be concerned If they tell you have
missed a timed deal, it is usually a con. And there will be
another similar deal coming down the road very soon, and the
“unmissable offer” is probably a marketing ploy, and you will
find it just as cheap somewhere else! Part with your precious
pennies very grudgingly! Steer clear of shopping channels, full
of stuff you never knew you needed! Take everything you read
or watch with a pinch of salt. Remember “if an offer sounds
too good to be true, it probably is!” Use you native wit. If you
are being offered an item at less than say, 3/4s of what
everyone else is charging, it is probably a con tick or a fake.
Especially on the internet.
When you shop in a hurry, you are much more likely to make
bad decisions and spend more than you intended. So make
sure you leave time to think about every purchase. If ordinary
shopping for everyday stuff, always work to a list. Ask yourself
if you really need it. If you have small children, try and leave
them with your partner, or a friend, if you can. From
experience, kids hate shopping, especially at the end of a
school day, and they will play up and make your shopping a
miserable experience, with lots of tears. silliness and temper.
If you are a single parent, offer to look after a friend’s children,
when she goes shopping, so she can look after yours. Without
kids, the experience will be more satisfying, less distracting,
and you won’t forget half of what you came in for!!

An advert for an online car buyer talks about finding out the
value of your car in 60 seconds. A car is one of the biggest
So if you want to be in control of your finances, TAKE YOUR
things you will every buy. Selling it should not be a 60 second TIME. You will always spend more, shopping in a rush.
decision! If you have decided to sell your car, and buy another,

Sterry Funeral Service

Proudly serving your local community since 2003
Sterry Funeral Service are here to support and guide you. We offer a
friendly, professional service to families.

Folkestone

Hythe

01303 272 525

01303 264 400

93 Cheriton High Street,
CT19 4HE

41 High Street,
CT21 5AD

•
•
•
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24-hour service
Bereavement advice
Transparent pricing
Private chapel of rest

•
•
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•

Floral tributes
Memorial masonry
Home visits
Prepaid funeral plans

Call us for immediate support, advice or to arrange a
home visit. We are here to help 24 hours a day.

www.sterryfuneral.co.uk
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The World
According to

look at all the options, how much everyone will give you, and
finding out about part exchange options. Decide how much
you can comfortably afford, and from what organisation or
bank you will borrow the money, if you need to arrange a loan.
Only then, should you be making a decision. If they are going
to sort out existing finance on the vehicle, find out how much
commission they will charge. It may be high.
BY RUSS KANE

KANE

RUSS@THELOOKER.CO.UK

THE DEATHEATERS ARE ON
THE LOOSE
It was twenty years ago today, Sergeant Pepper told the band

apparently taking issue with the fact that the story did not use
the word women. “‘People who menstruate.’ I’m sure there
used to be a word for those people. Someone help me out.
Wumben? Wimpund? Woomud?” she wrote.
It all kicked off big time.
Rowling then wrote “If sex isn’t real, there’s no same-sex
attraction. If sex isn’t real, the lived reality of women globally
is erased. I know and love trans people but erasing the
concept of sex removes the ability of many to meaningfully
discuss their lives. It isn’t hate to speak the truth..The idea
that women like me, who’ve been empathetic to trans people
for decades, feeling kinship because they’re vulnerable in the
same way as women, i.e., to male violence ‘hate’ trans people
because they think sex is real and has lived consequences—
is a nonsense. I respect every trans person’s right to live any
way that feels authentic and comfortable to them. I’d march
with you if you were discriminated against on the basis of
being trans. At the same time, my life has been shaped by
being female. I do not believe it’s hateful to say so.”

to play… no not quite. But it was twenty years ago that the
world first heard about a young, bespectacled boy who turned
out to be a wizard. As you do. The little guy’s name was Harry
Potter. The first book, ‘Harry Potter and the Philosopher's That was it. That’s what she said. Word for word.
Stone’, has now sold in excess of 120 million copies, making
it one of the bestselling books in history. Prices for first edition This led members of the Harry Potter cast including Emma
Watson (who played Hermione Granger) and Bonnie Wright
first printings go up to around £5,000.
(who played Ginny Weasley) to make statements against the
The book had been rejected by twelve publishers, all citing author. A new dimension in the term ‘biting the hand that
that no one would be interested in the subject matter, plus feeds you’.
they told the first-time author that it was “too conventional, too
long, too weird and too old-fashioned”. ‘Harry Potter and the "Trans people are who they say they are and deserve to live
Philosopher’s Stone’ had been written in Edinburgh cafes their lives without being constantly questioned or told they
while the author and her daughter lived on benefits. It was aren’t who they say they are," said Emma Watson on social
accepted by Christopher Little, the next literary agent the media.
synopsis was submitted it to and eventually, Bloomsbury WarnerMedia quietly made the decision to not add the creator
Publishing took a chance on the unknown author, but to of the Wizarding World to Harry Potter 20th Anniversary:
minimise their financial risk. they only printed 500 copies.
Return to Hogwarts. Think about that.
The unknown author was Joanne Kathleen Rowling.
The one person who created it ALL – the one person whose
She was told to write as ‘JK Rowling’ so that people wouldn’t imagination and writing skill gave lucrative employment to
know she was a woman, as that might affect sales. No, tens of thousands of people, who re-ignited a love of reading
to an entire generation of children, who galvanised the world
seriously.
of book publishing, who made child actors into global stars,
The rest is history. The fifteen Harry Potter books have sold has been kicked to the kerb, air-brushed out of history and
over 500 million copies, been made into eight hugely been dubbed a pariah.
successful films, been turned into an enormous theme park
ride at Universal in Orlando, Florida, and a very popular This is the world we now inhabit. It is the Salem Witch Trials
Warner Bros Studio Tour Experience near London. The 2021 – denounced and burned at the social media stake.
Sunday Times Rich List estimated Rowling's fortune at £820 On 8 June 1949 a book by George Orwell was published. It
million, ranking her as the 196th richest person in the UK. was titled ‘1984’ - a dystopian social science fiction novel and
Pretty good going for a single Mum on benefits writing in a cautionary tale.
café.
Orwell wrote in it that “Every record has been destroyed or
So, why this walk down Publishing Lane (or should I say falsified, every book rewritten, every picture has been
Diagon Alley?) Because JK Rowling is not mentioned among repainted, every statue and street building has been
members of the Harry Potter film franchise appearing in a renamed, every date has been altered. History has stopped.”
20th anniversary special on HBO Max, due to air January 1
2022. On Tuesday, WarnerMedia announced names of crew Not even Orwell could have foreseen how 2021 would make
members and alums who will feature in the special, with no 1984 look as innocent as a Harry Potter book.
mention of Rowling.
WarnerMedia announced that the special will feature the
franchise’s central trio of Daniel Radcliffe, Rupert Grint and
Emma Watson. They will be joined by other franchise alums
including Helena Bonham Carter, Robbie Coltrane, Ralph
Fiennes, Jason Isaacs, Gary Oldman, Imelda Staunton, Mark
Williams and many more. But no JK Rowling.
Did someone forget that Joanne Rowling created all of this?
Did it slip their mind that without her imagination no one would
have heard of Harry Potter or the actors Radcliffe, Grint,
Watson? No.
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ChurchRound-Up
Round-Up
Church

By June Gooch

Food Bank.

Greatstone, St Peter.

New Romney, St Nicholas.

These are continuing with a delivery only service. If you are
struggling to feed yourself or your family (and it applies to
single people and couples, not just people with children)
Ring Citizens Advice Bureau, on free phone 080 2082138
to explain your problem and obtain a voucher. The food will
be delivered to your home. You can have 3 days supply of
dried and tinned food, and help in other ways, if your
problems need to be referred to another agency.

The new hall is up and running, and lots of groups taking
place. There is a drop in on Wednesday mornings from 910.30am in term time. Young and old invited, and there are
toys out for toddlers, and refreshments. Crafts and Laughs,
Thursdays 2-4pm. If interested ring Anne on 01797 369341.
Games Club, Monday 2-4pm, very informal, you don’t have
to “belong” just come along as you please.

The very successful coffee mornings on 3rd Saturdays have
now finished until February 19th. There will be a toy service
on Sunday, December 6th at 11am. Bring any new toy or
children’s book, to be distributed to needy children. To help
organisers, although they are to be brought to church
unwrapped, if you wanted to enclose some Christmas paper
and a tag, that would be very welcome.

The monthly craft fair will be on Saturday, December 4th. Lots
of ideas for unique Christmas presents, and refreshments.

Light up New Romney. The lantern parade and late night
shopping will be on Friday, December 10th, starting at the
church at 6.30pm. Lantern making workshops will be held at
the Old School in Church Lane, on Saturday, November 20th,
and Sunday, 28th. 10am to 4pm. Just come along, no need to
book. Further details on Facebook, lightupnewromney.

If you cannot get through on that number, ring the RMCC
number 01797 366855, during weekday mornings, or Rev
Chris in Lydd on 01797 320345. Ring before 11am on the
day of the food bank, which is Tuesdays in New Romney,
from 5.30pm-7pm and Fridays in Lydd.
There are collections points in most supermarkets and
churches. The most useful items at present are cup-a-soup,
shaving foam, tinned meat, hot and cold, UHT milk, and
tinned or packet custard. They do not need, cereal, pasta,
tinned baked beans or tinned soup.
Normal Services. Most churches are now functioning
normally, so see the notices for the pattern of routine
services for your church.
Brenzett, St Eanswyth.
Sunday, December 12th Advent Evensong at 3pm. A good
chance to worship in this lovely village church. All welcome.
Brookland. St Augustine.
There is a book swap within the church, and a table of
produce and bits and bobs in the church porch. Do feel free
to browse and support the church.
The next midweek communion will be o Wednesday,
November 24th at 6.30pm.

Hythe, St Leonard’s
There is a weekly Sunday service at 9.30am, and an
evensong at 6.30pm . Both services are live streamed and
can be accessed from the website www.slhk.org and
following the menu. A new priest has been appointed, the
Revd Michael Darkins, and is expected to arrive in the parish
in March, 2022.
St Michael’s Methodist-Anglican Church Centre.
There is a service every Sunday morning at 11am. The
Community Coffee mornings are held on the first and third
Friday of each month, from 10am-noon. So the next one will
be on December 3rd.
Ivychurch. St George.
Please note the mobile post office will be in the village hall,
on Tuesdays from 1.30-2.15pm. Do pop in and use this
facility to keep it coming to the village.

th

Holy Communion on Sunday, December 5 at 10am.

Next Holy Communion service will be on Sunday, November
28th, at 9am. The evocative candlelit service of Carols and
Readings will be on Sunday, December 19th at 6pm. All
welcome, and many retire to the very special old pub, the
Red Lion afterwards.
St Mary’s Bay All Saints.
Christmas Fair, on Saturday, November 27th from 10am. Lots
of stalls and refreshments. All welcome, maybe to buy some
unique presents and homemade cards. Friday December 3rd,
Chat & Cha’ at 2pm.

On Sunday, November 27th there will be a Choral Evensong
led by new Team Rector, Rev Chris Hodgkins. All invited to
come along and welcome him to Ivychurch.

Sunday, December 5th, Toy service. All contributions for
needy children, gratefully received. Please leave unwrapped.
With all the hype and overflowing excess in the shops, it is
easy to forget the many families who have simply nothing to
spare for Christmas treats.

Lydd. All Saints.

WI Carol service, Thursday, December 9th 10.30am.

Christmas Fair. This will be held on Saturday, November
27th in the Church, from 10am-1.30pm. Many varied stalls,
th
A meeting was held on Wednesday, November 17 to try and especially craft stalls with ideas for Christmas presents.
further the work on the Village Hall, which is in a bad state of Father Christmas will be visiting from 10.30am – 12.30pm.
repair. “Powers that be” have doubted the viability of the
work, but local opinion is very much that it is worth saving as So children can come along and visit him, so do make sure
a community asset. Some money has been raised, but there you are good in the meantime! Father Christmas gets to
know! Delicious refreshments for sale, cakes for taking
is a long way to go, with bids being made to trusts and
home, and with your coffee on site. Filled rolls also for sale.
charities. Local tradespeople have offered their services as
volunteers.
Newchurch. St Peter and Paul.
There is a service on Advent Sunday, November 28th at 9am, Christmas Country Market. This will take place on Saturday,
by the new team Rector, Rev Chris Hodgkins. All invited to
December 11th from10.30am-12,30pm. Lots of craft stalls for
come and welcome him.
seasonal gifts. If you would like to have a stall, ring Mike
Barclay on 01303 872376.
Fairfield, St Thomas’
Burmarsh, All Saints.

Snargate, St Dunstans

Sunday, December 12th. 10.30am. Special Carol service.
St Mary in the Marsh.
Sunday, December 12th, Advent carol service.
Full service of 9 lessons and Carols, Friday, December 17th,
complete with Haywardians Choir. All welcome.
Church Chuckle.
A very tired shopper, surrounded by bags was having a
breather in the back pew of her quiet parish church. The
vicar walked through on his way to the vestry, and the lady
said “hope you don’t mind vicar, just escaping from
Christmas for a few minutes”
Wit and Wisdom
Christmas is not a date, it is state of mind.

Phil Sterling
Garden Service

All it takesis one call for a complete gardenservice,
that is professionalreliable and friendly. Most of all it is
built around your needs, whether my services be weekly,
fortnightly or monthly, Iʼll alwaysgetthejobdone.

• Paving • Driveways • Decking • GrassCutting
• Fencing• Garden Make Over • Garden Walls
• Pruning • Hedge Cutting • Ponds • Tree Work

And muchmore…
Telephone: 01797364952 Mobile: 07548201324
philsterling06@gmail.com
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Marsh Memories
More Memories of the 1940s
“I was living in Lydd in the 1940s and my father worked at
Birds Kitchen Farm. There were six children in the family
and we went to the local school. There was neither running
water nor electricity at the farmhouse and the water was
brought to the farm in ten-gallon milk churns. For lighting,
the cowsheds were lit with storm lanterns, and lighting in
the house was provided by paraffin lamps and candles.
The newspaper was a very versatile commodity. It was
read, used as underlay for the floor coverings, torn or cut
into squares for use in the lavatory, spread on the table to
protect the hand scrubbed surface, burnt as a deodorant to
remove offensive odours, used to line drawers and on
shelves.
“I always loved horses and with some on the farm, I had the
opportunity to ride them. At the beginning of the war I was
doing quite a few jobs with a small horse called Joe and a
few years later, I worked for Jack Prior and I was regularly
working his horses. They quickly became accustomed to
the low flying aircraft, Doodlebugs and the general noise of
battle occurring at that time.
“At first, the outbreak of war made little difference to our
way of life and an artillery unit was based for a short time at
the farm. The wailing of the air-raid sirens became a
familiar sound and when the weather conditions were right,
they could be heard all along the coast. At school one day,
we were told that the King was coming to the town and we
could go and see him and in Ness Road, a small
detachment of troops lined up as well as the locals. The
King duly arrived, got out of his Rolls Royce and inspected
the guard of honour before walking through the small crowd
towards Station Road. He then got back in his car and
carried on to New Romney.
“We weren’t evacuated during the war but stayed at the
farm. The first bombs dropped in the area were on Cyril
Balcomb’s land at Horses Bones Farm. A couple of days
later, a German plane was shot down and crashed near
Boulderwall Farm and squadrons of enemy bombers flying
in over the coast became a common sight. I remember in
October 1940 I was going to the pictures at the Cinema in
the High Street and stopped at Jell’s shop in New Street to
get some sweets. I was standing in the doorway when a
flight of enemy bombers dropped their load causing the first
damage in the town.
“A couple of weeks later we were walking home along
Caldicott Lane when we saw a flight of Messerschmitt 109’s
peel off and head for the coast at tree top height. We
dropped into the roadside ditch as the planes thundered
overhead. We jumped up just in time to see the bombs
dropping on Lydd and the planes sweeping around in a
great circle over the coast and New Romney before
heading back into the fight. That was the day that Lydd
Church was hit and badly damaged.
“Since the early days of the war, my sister Jean and I had
learnt to dance and Mrs. Browning, the wife of a local
postman used to teach us. Dances were held frequently in
either the army gymnasium at the camp or the Memorial
Institute in Station Road. One night leaving the camp, we
heard a noise like thunder. We looked up and saw some
sort of plane roaring through the sky with a great jet of

flame, like a giant blowtorch coming from its tail. This was
the first of many Doodlebugs that we saw over the next
three months.
“In 1944, a Youth Club was formed in a building in New
Lane providing another range of interests and activities.
The premises had two floors which included a kitchen,
canteen, meeting room and toilets. Apart from games such
as table tennis, billiards and darts, there were groups like
the Young Farmers. I was chairman of this group and
Dennis Prior was our mentor.
“May 8th 1945 was declared a National Holiday to celebrate
the end of the war in Europe and together with a few of my
mates, we had a few drinks at The Dolphin during the day
and I dragged myself off to a Victory dance in the evening
where I had a blind date with Claude Longman’s sister
Lilian. This was the start of a relationship which led to
marriage and five children. On most evenings and
weekends I would head for Greatstone where Lily lived and
worked in her parent’s café on Coast Drive.
“At the end of the war I left the farm and started work at
‘Jacques Court’ near the railway station for Mr. Sims. In my
spare time, I helped Lilian’s brother Claude who had a
clinker-built fishing boat and I would help him rub it down,
replace some cracked planks and generally get it
seaworthy.

“Prisoners of war, both Italian and German, used to help out
on the farm. The Germans were about the same age as
me and we managed to converse, albeit with difficulty, they
with their limited English and me with my even more limited
German. There was one German called Henry who spoke
very good English and he had been captured at Calais. He
told us stories of pre-war Germany, the Russian front and
life in Occupied France.
“In 1947, Lily and I were married and we were allocated
one of the new council houses on The Green. I continued
with my ambulance work and was on the management
committee of the Youth Club. But for some time I had been
arranging to migrate to Australia and eventually the
approval came through and in 1952, our little family sailed
from Tilbury as part of the post-war mass migration
scheme.” . . . Vic Dennis.
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